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An Army training program was evaluated in order to present
recommendations for program refinement.

The training

program, developed as part of two larger Army combat
development (CD) studies (DuBois & Smith, 1989a, 1989b),
represents an attempt to define program design requirements
for training tank commanders to use the Intervehicular
Information System (IVIS).

IVIS is a computer-based

command, control, and communications system proposed for
future M1A1 tank upgrades.

Twenty-four Army tank commanders

(TCs) participated in the research effort.
various rank and age.
over a 4 day period.
2-1/2 days of testing.

TCs were of

Training and testing were conducted
Training lasted 1-1/2 days followed by
The Biographical Questionnaire, the

IVIS Knowledge Test, the IVIS Performance Test, the SIMNET
Knowledge Test, the IVIS Survey, and the IVIS Training
Reactions Questionnaire were administered to each TC. TC
biographical data, reactions to training, post-training
performance, and post-operational performance were
evaluated.

Scale reliability was evaluated for each IVIS

vii

instrument.

Descriptive statistics were calculated for the

soldier reaction and performance measures.

Regression

analyses were performed to assess the impact of TC
background characteristics on commander performance.
Results of the above analyses indicate: (a) the IVIS
Performance and Knowledge tests are reliable, (b) the
soldiers learn during training and the learning transfers to
the operational setting (performance measured after two days
of testing shows soldiers performance significantly
increased from that of post-training performance), and (c)
soldier biographical characteristics do not predict IVIS
proficiency.

The results call for more training time

allotted to teaching IVIS skills with some IVIS functions
deserving more attention.

Additionally, it appears

personnel requirements may not be an issue for selecting
IVIS system users as the study found no correlation between
biographical characteristics and IVIS proficiency.

And

finally, it is recommended that observational raters receive
greater rater training as interrater reliability estimates
were low.
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Training Program Evaluation for a Prototype Command,
Control, and Communications System:
Soldier Requirements, Performance, and Feedback
The current investigation was designed to provide
guidelines or recommendations for the refinement/redesign of
the Army Intervehicular Information System (IVIS) training
program.

The ultimate effectiveness of a training program

is evidenced by a systematically designed program that
produces specific behavioral changes among trainees
(Goldstein, 1986).

An evaluation of any program is

fundamentally important to the instituting o-g.
.%p - 7
both technical and financial reasons.

.on for

As part of an on-

going experiment evaluating tank crew and platoon
performance effects of a prototype Armor combat development
system (i.e., IVIS) (DuBois & Smith, 1989b), this
investigation evaluated the training program used to orient
soldiers to the IVIS system in order to provide
recommendations for refinement of the IVIS training program.
Review of the Literature
The IVIS System
The Intervehicular Information System (IVIS) is a
computer-based information management and transmission
system.

The system allows tank commanders (TCs) to

prepare, transmit, monitor, and relay battlefield
information via a touch-sensitive display screen (see
Figure 1).

As Figure 1 shows, currently the contact (CON),
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The IVIS display screen.
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call for fire (CFF), map (Map), report (Rep), navigation
(Nay), and scroll (Scrl) function keys are operational.

In

the future other function keys may be operational.
The IVIS system includes a graphically displayed, fourinch square map of ground terrain surrounding the TCs tank.
This map, as well as an own-location window located in the
lower right-hand corner of the map display, allows a
commander to continually monitor his own tank location and
that of friendly tanks, represented by tank icons. As Figure
2 shows, the TC's tank is located in the center of the IVIS
map screen.

By simply touching the function keys on the

IVIS screen, the TC can perform a number of navigational,
reporting, and map manipulation functions via menus and
submenus (e.g., receiving fragmentary orders in the form of
a graphic overlay, sending overlays to those lower in the
chain of command, sending reports to those higher in the
chain of command, preparing contact reports, changing the
IVIS map scale).

For example, after activating the contact

report (CON) function key located at the bottom left of the
IVIS display, the TC can send a contact report to his
platoon leader or company commander indicating (a) what
enemy activity he is observing and (b) where the activity is
observed (see Figure 3)

For a more complete description

of IVIS, see DuBois and Smith (1989b).
The IVIS system is one of many components under
consideration for future M1A1 tank upgrades.

Since the IVIS

Figure 2.

The IVIS display screen with terrain (contour,

vegetation, and roads) included.
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system is a prototype system, only some of many research
issues regarding the system's effectiveness have been
investigated.

For example, research evaluating prototype

training in general, and IVIS training implications
specifically, is limited.

However, Quinkert (1987)

conducted a preliminary training requirements analysis for
another prototype piece of upgrade equipment, the
Commanders Independent Thermal Viewer (CITV).

Presumably,

the CITV system will help TCs acquire and engage enemy
targets during adverse viewing conditions (e.g., fog, smoke,
dust, night, or nuclear, biological or chemical warfare).
Quinkert's analysis of subject matter expert (SME) ratings
identified TC tasks that would be changed by using the CITV
equipment and potential training problems that

may exist as

sult of equipment installation.
The ' ,1sults of Quinkert's analysis revealed the
tr3ining issues: (a) TC performance with the new
equipment may be limited by the "type of training ..., the
types

:" training devices used, and the availability of

tnose cievices and other training facilities." (p. 13); (b)
introduction of the equipment will require an enlargement of
current allocated training time as the skills to be learned
are unique to the system, thus eliminating the chance of
transfcr of old skills; (c) training will have to take into
account cognitive training issues such as proactive
interference (from formerly learned skills), memory

7

capabilities, and information overload; and (d) embedded
training conducted in accord with hands-on (simulator)
training appeared to be the suggested instructional choice.
In an analysis similar to Quinkert's, training
requirements for the IVIS system were addressed (Lickteig,
1988).

Specifically, the analysis sought to identify

training related issues (e.g., stand-alone training devices
versus interactively connected training devices, preferred
training media and site, and personnel assignment and
selection) for those TC tasks that would be altered by the
installation of the IVIS system.

Results of the analysis

suggested computer-based instruction would be the most
appropriate instructional technique, especially if embedded
training (i.e., "the integration of a training package into
the actu1 ... system (p. 12)") were possible.
Furthermore, it appeared

iargn portion of the TC tasks

identified in the analysis could be trained in a classroom
setting.

And finally, Lickteig questions whether personnel

requirements would become a selection issue if IVIS were
installed on future tanks.

Lickteig asked "whether

personnel minimally meeting the current verbal and reading
ability standards will be able to compose accurate non-vocal
reports [using the IVIS

system]..." (p. 12).

This question

suggested there may be soldier characteristics that
influence the effectiveness with which a soldier can operate
and execute the various functions provided by the IVIS
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system.

This very issue was addressed in Quinkert's

analysis; she recommended training must take into account
cognitive issues (e.g., memory characteristics, proactive
interference, information overload).
Prior to the current IVIS experiment (DuBois & Smith,
1989b), the effects of the Position Navigation system
(POSNAV) on crew and

platoon performance was examined

(DuBois & Smith, 1989a).
system similar to IVIA.

POSNAV is an information display
The authors also examined training

issues and provided training implications for future
training and testing

purposes.

performance and reactions

The analysis of soldier

indicated the soldiers could

quickly learn to use the POSNAV system; however, the lack
of tactically employed doctrinal
military operating procedures)
use of the system.

guidelines (i.e., standard
may have inhibited effective

For

example, DuBois and Smith indicated

that although the route

designation function of POSNAV "may

be readily adapted to
(p. 75), those TCs

specify the platoon course of action"

participating in the POSNAV test relied

upon current

doctrinal guidelines for planning platoon

action as no

doctrinal guidelines were available for

POSNAV.

Additionally, the authors suggested future trainers

may want to allow more training time for crew
familiarization with POSNAV than is currently allotted.
is essential soldiers learn to integrate the POSNAV
capabilities with tactical maneuvering.

TCs must

It
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temporarily cease scanning local terrain through vision
blocks (i.e., tank windows that allow the TC to scan
surrounding terrain in the simulated world) to use the
POSNAV system, just as they would using traditional
navigational methods.

Thus, it is important the TC learn

to integrate traditional methods of tactical maneuvering
with the POSNAV system.

Finally, while POSNAV

significantly eased navigational responsibilities of the
TC, the authors cautioned that map reading and land
navigation training continue to ensure tank crews are
able to use traditional navigational methods in the event of
POSNAV system breakdowns.
Although IVIS related training research is limited,
existing Armor combat development training literature
identifies several potential training issues relevant to
IVIS.

Quinkert's (1987) and Lickteig's (1987) experiments

examined training research issues.

Both addressed the

issues of training method (e.g., lecture versus computerbased) and selection requirements.

It was noted that more

training time would need to be allocated for soldiers to
learn the new skills associated with M1A1 upgrade equipment
(Quinkert, 1987; DuBois & Smith, 1989a).

DuBois and Smith

(1989a) suggested soldiers continue to receive basic map
reading and

navigational training to maintain basic

navigational skills

in the event of system breakdowns.

The issues raised above provide investigative starting
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points.

Training theory literature is now reviewed to

address the question of how to evaluate these issues.
Training Theory Literature
Training theory holds that training is a system or a
continual process (Wexley & Latham, 1981).

The

Instructional Technology Model (ITM) is one instructional
system designed to guide the training practitioner in
his/her quest to evaluate and/or refine a training program
that adheres to the continual process theory (Goldstein,
1986).

The ITM model has seven stages: (a) conduct the

needs analysis to determine specific training needs, (b)
fc.

'nstructional objectives, (c) develop the training

pro

on the needs analysis and instructional

objective

assess participant's entry-level behavior,

(e) cond.

•aining, (f) cIsse!:= trainee's post-training

behav , c, and (g) elluate and revise • -aining program based
on trainee performince, task analysis, ctnd

Lnstructional

objectives (Golcu.ltein, 1086: Anderson, 1974).
provides

This model

v -eful guideline for training, although it is not

an absoluce.

The decision of whether to strictly follow the

seven .1..eps outlined above is ultimately determined by the
train' . practitioner.

He/she must determine the best

method for developiny anl evaluating a given instructional
prog:7am.
To ultimately provide a set of recommendations for the
current IVIS training program following the guidelines of
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the ITM, an evaluation of the current IVIS program must take
place.

The needs analysis and instructional content

development phases were conducted as part of the larger IVIS
experiment (DuBois & Smith, 1989b).

Thus, steps (d) through

(g) of the ITM needed to be executed.

Kirkpatrick (1976)

proposed an approach for evaluating training programs,
portions of which are quite helpful in completing steps (d)
through (q) of the ITM.
Kirkpatrick (1976) specified four levels of
evaluative criteria for assessing training programs: (a)
trainee

t7on, (h) trainee learning, (c) trainee

behavior, and (d) organi77.ticral z-esults (Kirkpatrick, 1976,
1979; Goldstein, 1986).
Trainee reaction mc!asureL
subjective evaluation ot th

the trainee's

tra uing (e.g., reaction to

specific goals/objectives) and are usually collected via
self-report questionnaire (Goldstein, 1986).

d

Information

gathered at this level may have implications for program
refinement (Birnbrauer, 1987h).

For example, trainees may

indicate a need for more hands-on practice and less
classroom lecture, information that may be useful at stage
(g) of the ITM.

It is necessary the questionnaire be

related to the needs assessment and training objectives;
one should not address issues irrelevant to the program.
For example, questions such as "Did you enjoy training?" are
irrelevant if "enjoyment" was not a training objective.
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Trainee learning, as defined by Kirkpatrick (1976), is
a measure of what or how much knowledge/skills the trainee
acquired during training.
performance measures.

Trainee learning is assessed via

Goldstein (1986) identified paper-

and-pencil tests, learning curves, and work samples as
potential measures of learning performance.
Kirkpatrick's definition of trainee behavior refers to
on-the-job behavior or the degree to which training
performance has transferred to the job situation.

The same

measures used to assess learning can also be used on the job
to measure transfer (Goldstein, 1986).

Kirkpatrick's

"learning" and "behavior" criteria would provide a measure
of trainee post-training behavior, step (f) of the ITM.
The fourth and final level of Kirkpatrick's evaluation
criteria is the results level.

Results level criteria refer

to organizational level outcomes attributable to a training
program.

Outcomes include, but are not limited to, costs,

turnover, absenteeism, and production improvements.

Of the

four levels of criteria, the results level is the most
difficult to measure.

Utility models such as those

developed by Schmidt, Hunter, and Pearlman (1982) or Mathieu
and Leonard (1986) are examples of how to measure results.
Although Kirkpatrick's paradigm was developed thirty years
ago, practitioners feel "it remains valid because of its
comprehensiveness, simplicity, and applicability to a
variety of training situations" (Birnbrauer, 1987a, p. 53).
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Kirkpatrick's evaluation criteria (reaction, learning,
behavior, and results) provide an easy-to-understand,
practical approach to evaluating training programs.

The

design one uses to evaluate a program, however, is another
issue the training specialist must consider.

The training

practitioner must have knowledge of design alternatives
that accommodate given organizational, environmental, and
financial constraints.

A brief discussion of design

alternatives and the evaluation process discussion follow.
The Evaluation Process
The design employed to evaluate a training program
determines (a) the type of inferences that may be drawn from
the

data collected and (b) the degree of confidence that

may be
some

placed in those inferences (Goldstein, 1986).

In

situations an experimental design may be used.

However,

given the reality of organizational constraints,

strict

adherence to experimental designs is often difficult

if not

impossible to follow.

Valuable information may be

obtained from other evaluative methods (e.g., formative and
summative
content

evaluations, individual differences analyses, and
validity evaluation).

objectives

Considering evaluation

and existing constraints (e.g., organizational,

financial), the training practitioner must decide the
information he/she needs and the best method for obtaining
that information.

A combination of methods is often the

best alternative.

This point is illustrated by Neumann (1985).
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Neumann (1985) employed the systems framework method
for evaluating training program content validity.

The

systems framework method requires three types of criteria:
(a) program content validity evidence, (b) training learning
evidence (i.e., Kirkpatrick's learning level criterion),
and (c) trainee performance evidence (i.e., Kirkpatrick's
behavior level criterion).

The Neumann study and others

(Bownas, Bosshardt, and Donnelly, 1985; Faley and Sundstrum,
1985; Ford and Wroten, 1984; Macey, 1982; Michener and
Kesselman, 1986) argue that assessment of program content
validity should be ;In

grai

rt of any evaluation.

Evaluating a training program in

reactions,

learning, behavior, results, and

li(

provides the training and development p—

ty likely

,sional with mucn

information for refining or redesigning a program.
A combination of evaluative r/Lhods and crteria,
again, was used by Mumford, Weeks, Harding, and Fleishman
(1988).

In an effort to develop a model for , e_scribing Air

Force training programs, Mumford et al

g -Ilered measures ot

student characteristics, course content,
outcomes (trainee performance).

Wh

A training

the main purpose of

the study was not to provide guide—les for training program
redesign, results of the ana3yse

provided just that

Mumford et al. found individual characteristic variables
(e.g., intellect, motivation, and adaptability) had a
greater impact upon training program achievement outcomes
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than did course-content variables (e.g., course length,
daily session length, student-faculty ratio, feedback
intensity).

However, the authors added "optimal prediction

and sound understanding of training performance will be
obtained only when both student characteristics and course
content are considered" (p. 455) as it was very possible the
course-content variables studied were related to student
characteristics.

The authors suggested that course content

variables, for example, could influence the observation of
"overt achievement" (p. 455).

For example, academic

motivation may be inflated/deflated by the difficulty of the
course subject matter.

Consider the case of a student who

scores poorly on moderately difficult exams.

One might

erroneously classify the student as having low academic
motivation when the problem lies in the students low rPad;_nq
level or ability.
The literature discussed above argues in favor of
gathering a variety of measures when evaluating a training
program.

Kirkpatrick's first three levels of criteria

(reactions, learning, and behavior), learner
characteristics, and program content validity are logical
training program evaluative starting points which would
likely lend information invaluable to program revision
decisions.
Trainee reaction measures should provide information
such as where trainees feel training could be improved

16

(e.g., an indication from trainees that more lecture time
should be allotted for understanding a particularly
difficult topic or an indication of a preference for a type
of training, perhaps a method that may have not been
considered before).

Performance measures indicate where the

training program may be deficient.

For example, if all

trainees continually perform very low on particular tasks,
the low performance scores evaluated in conjunction with
trainee reactions could be interpreted as a need for more
training.

Trainee characteristics and performance scores

will allow the evaluation of learning curves.

Learning

curve data can be used to tailor instruction to groups or
individuals with certain characteristics.

Given that

training is designed to provide participants with new
knowledge and/or skills, consideration of individual
differences would serve to increase the effectiveness of the
program.

Finally, evaluation of program content validity

indicates where the program is deficient in terms of desired
behaviors, knowledge, and skills.
Evaluating the IVIS Training Program
The following sections provide the rationale for
conducting the current IVIS training program evaluation,
psychometric issues that need to be addressed in order to
provide reliable training recommendations, and an overview
of the training program analysis.

17

Rationale for Conducting the Evaluation
As mentioned earlier, both technical and financial
issues concerning IVIS training are of concern to the Army.
The validity of the program, i.e., the degree to which the
training program actually accomplishes what it is intended
to accomplish (i.e., teaching soldiers to use the IVIS
system), impacts financial considerations (e.g.,
developmental, instructional, and evaluative costs).
two concepts are therefore interrelated.
valid, well-designed training program.
a program should keep costs down.

The

The Army desires a
Development of such

Initial time spent

constructing and evaluating a sound program helps the Army
reduce the possibility that: (a) the existing program would
have to be revised or even thoroughly redesigned (which may
involve a re-evaluation of the needs assessment), and (b)
there would be costs associated with revamping the existing
program (e.g., chargeable man hours, training time lost due
to the inadequacy of an existing program, or re-training
costs).
There are two fundamental reasons why evaluation of the
IVIS training is critical.

First, results of IVIS soldier-

machine interface studies may be moderated by the adequacy
of training received prior to testing.

Secondly, results of

the evaluation would likely have training implications if
IVIS were installed in M1A1 tanks.
discussed further below.

These issues are

18

The Army is currently evaluating several new equipment
upgrades to the M1A1 tank.

One of the possible upgrades is

the Intervehicular Information System (IVIS).

The

feasibility and ease of soldier-IVIS interface will have a
definite impact upon whether the Army ultimately decides to
upgrade the M1A1 tanks with the IVIS equipment.

The IVIS

training program is an integral component of the soldierIVIS interface.

Therefore the need to evaluate the training

program follows from the fact that the training itself may
influence the results of the Army user-interface studies.
In the event the IVIS system is installed in M1A1
tanks, the Army would need a program to train soldiers on
the system.

A program that has been refined to meet the

needs of the soldiers would likely prove useful.

Although

the equipment and therefore the training program are
prototypes, the results of the training evaluation may have
important training implications.

It is likely soldier

characteristics, performance, and reactions to the current
program would provide insightful information for the
refinement of a future training program.

It is also

likely the issues discovered at this stage would have some
impact on soldier training once final tank upgrades are
established.
Psychometric Issues
Developing a valid set of redesign recommendations is,
in part, a function of the confidence placed in the
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inferences drawn from the evaluation data.

In turn, the

confidence with which inferences are made is dependent upon
the psychometric properties of the measurement devices
(Nunnally, 1978).

The specific properties of an instrument

that need to be addressed include scale reliability and
validity.
There are many types of reliability estimates, each
with a different meaning (e.g., split-half, alternate forms,
test-retest, coefficient alpha).

Test-retest reliability is

used to establish the stability of test results over time.
It is essential the stability of a criterion measure be
established because measures that are unstable over time are
of

no use.

It is imperative that differences between

individual test scores are attributable to individual
performance differences and not to unreliability in the
instrument.

Stability of a scale, however, is not the only

relevant type of reliability estimate.

Another type of

reliability estimate is internal consistency or coefficient
alpha.
Internal consistency refers to the degree of
intercorrelation among test items.

The assumption behind

coefficient alpha is that items on a test should be related
(inter-correlated) to each other if they are drawn from a
single domain (i.e., measuring the same concept).
Therefore, if test items are heterogeneous, internal
consistency estimates will be low.

On the other hand, if
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test items are more homogeneous, internal consistency
estimates will produce coefficients of greater magnitude
(Cascio, 1987).
An issue that is related to test reliability is
interrater reliability: the degree of relatedness among
ratings assigned by various raters.

When observational

ratings are used as test scores, the reliability with which
different raters assign scores must also be assessed
(Mitchell, 1979; Jones, Johnson, Butler, and Main, 1983;
Shrout and Fleiss, 1979).
reliability exist.

Many indices of interrater

In its simplest form, interrater

reliability is calculated as percent agreement among all
raters.

This statistic, however, capitalizes on chance

occurrence and is therefore not a preferred index of
interratcr reliability (Cohen, 1960).
r,?Tthbilit

A more sophisticated

estimate is the intraclass correlation

coefficient (ICC).
The ICC is used to assess the degree of relatedness of
ratings among different raters.

Specifically, it is the

ratio of rating variance to rating variance plus error
(Shrout & and Fleiss, 1979).

Thus, if raters are reliably

assigning scores, the error component in the denominator
will approach zero and the reliability coefficient will
approach one.
In summary, internal consistency, test-retest, and
interrater reliability are all psychometric concerns
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regarding measurement devices.

As stated earlier, the

validity of the test is also an important psychometric
issue.
The validity of an instrument refers to (a) what the
instrument measures and (b) how well the instrument measures
it (Cascio, 1987).

Three types of evidence may be used to

support validity: content evidence, criterion-related
evidence, and construct evidence (APA Standards, 1985).
Content evidence is the preferred strategy for the current
research analysis.
Content validity refers to "whether or not a
measurement procedure contains a fair sample of the universe
of situations it is supposed to represent." (Cascio, 1987,
p. 149).

For example, if a given job position consisted of

seven major tasks, a content valid test for that job
position would contain test items measuring those seven
tasks (or a representative subset).

Furthermore, and most

important, the training program should include training for
those tasks which are critical to job performance, are
difficult to learn, and for which there is not much
opportunity to learn the task(s) on the job (Goldstein,
1986).

In a fashion similar to demonstrating content

validity of a test, content validity of a training program
can be demonstrated.

The content validity of a training

program is defined as the degree to which the program
contains a representative sample of the tasks/duties to be
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performed on the job (The Uniform Guidelines for Employee
Selection, 1978), including those tasks which are critical
to job performance, are difficult to perform, and for which
there is little or no opportunity to learn on the job.
Because the IVIS system currently contains 26 operational
functions, it is quite simple to demonstrate that the
performance and knowledge tests used during the IVIS
experiment are content valid.

Each test contains at least

one item for each of the 26 IVIS functions.
IVIS Training Evaluation:
Overview of Program Analysis
IVIS training research, training theory research,
evaluation design issues, and psychometric issues have been
discussed.

Examination of these areas provides the

foundation for constructing an evaluation analysis.

Guided

by the ITM, a brief introduction to the IVIS training
program evaluation project follows.
The objective of the current analysis was to provide
recommendations for refining the current IVIS training
program.

As the needs analysis, instructional objectives,

and training program content portions of the IVIS experiment
have been completed prior to execution of the experiment,
the next steps were to assess participant entry behavior,
conduct training, and assess participant exit behavior.
Soldier reactions, post-training performance, postoperational performance, and background characteristics
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were evaluated following the guidelines of the ITM.

Six

measures were used to evaluate the program: (a) the
Biographical Questionnaire, (b) the IVIS Knowledge Test, (c)
the IVIS Performance Test, (d) the SIMNET Knowledge Test,
(e) the Helpfulness scale of the IVIS Questionnaire, and (f)
the IVIS Training Reactions Questionnaire.

First,

psychometric properties of the scales were evaluated in the
following manner: (a) interrater reliability was calculated
between TC self-ratings and research assistant ratings, (b)
both test-retest and internal consistency estimates were
calculated for the IVIS performance test, and (c) internal
consistency estimates only were calculated for the IVIS
Knowledge test, the SIMNET test, and the Helpfulness scale
of tIle IVIS Survey.

Content validity of the IVIS

Performane test and training program was also examined.
Second. evaluative measures were analyzed.

Descriptive

statistics were calculated for the reaction and knowledge
measures.

Soldier biographical data was regressed on IVIS

performance.

And finally, post-training IVIS proficiency

scores were correlated with post-operational proficiency
scores.
Method
Participants
Seventy-two non-commissioned officers (NC0s),
commissioned officers (COs), and enlisted men stationed at
Fort Knox, Kentucky, participated in the IVIS evaluation.
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The training evaluation was based on measures gathered from
24 TCs of both NCO and CO status.

Due to Army stipulations

soldiers were not randomly selected, but were randomly
assigned to the experimental (IVIS) and control (no IVIS)
conditions.

The Army selects and provides troops for

research support on the basis of soldier availability.
Those soldiers who are most available (i.e., who can be
taken temporarily from current duty positions) are assigned
to experimental testing.
Apparatus
The equipment used during the current evaluation was as
follows: (a) four simulator M1 tank modules equipped with
the 1VIS capability and networked to facilitate rapid,
accurate, and time-synchronized data transmission and
col'eetion; (b) a compAny commander's IVIS station capable
::)t receiving reports Lrom and senr,ing reports to each tank
commander's IVIS station;

(1.) ai

rhead projector, slide

projector, and a videotape player for classroom instruction.
The M1A1 tank simulators use

during this evaluation were

developed for both training and testing purposes.
Collectively these simulators are known as SIMNET, an
acronym for simulation networking.

The simulators are

located in the SIMNET-D building at Fort Knox.

SIMNET is a

Department of Defense (DOD) project funded by the Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA).
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Instruments
Measurement devices developed in collaboration with
DuBois and Smith (1989b) for use in the larger IVIS
experiment were used to assess soldier reactions, learning,
performance, and characteristics for the training evaluation
and refinement.

(For a detailed de-ription of scale

development see DuBois & Smith, 1989b).

The instruments

include: (a) the Biographical Questionnaire, (b) the IVIS
Knowledge test, (c) the IVIS Performance test, (d) the
SIMNET Knowledge test, (e) the IVIS survey, and (f) the IVIS
Training Reactions Questionnaire.
The Biographical Questionnaire was adapted by DuBois
and Smith (1989b) from biographical questionnaires used by
the Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social
Sciences at Fort Knox, Kentucky.

The questionnaire

consisted of 13 items such as age, total time in the
service, number of hours previously spent in SIMNET, and
amount of previous computer experience.

The Biographical

questionnaire is provided in Appendix A.
The IVIS Knowledge Test, developed by DuBois and Smith
(1989b) from available source data and IVIS functional
specifications manuals is a 40-item multiple-choice exam,
dichotomously scored, and designed to test the TC's
knowledge of how to perform IVIS tasks.
one item for each IVIS task and subtask.
Test is included in Appendix B.

The test contains
The IVIS Knowledge
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The IVIS Performance Test, also developed by DuBois and
Smith (1989h) is a 28-item test designed to assess the TC's
ability to correctly perform the 26 IVIS skills.

(The CON

and CFF functions were represented twice on the IVIS
Performance test, thus constituting 28 items).

The

behaviorally achored rating scale (BARS) was developed by
DuBois and Smith (1989b) and modified by Dancho (1989).
sample copy is provided in Appendix C.

A

Using a seven-point

BARS, the TC's proficiency with each IVIS task was rated by
the TC and a research assistant.

A score of one (1)

indicated the soldier was not proficient, a score of seven
k7) indicated the soldier was an expert at performing IVIS
tasks.
The SIMNET Knowledge Test is a 16-item multiple-choice
exam, dichotomously scored, and designed to assess a TC's
knowledge of SIMNET equipment.

The scale was developed by

DuBois and Smith (1989b) from available SIMNET M1A1
simulation manuals, tapping the major functions of the M1A1
simulators and procedures for effective tactical mission
execution in SIMNET.

A copy of the SIMNET Knowledge test

is provided in Appendix D.
The IVIS Questionnaire, developed by DuBois and Smith
(1989b), was composed of three scales designed to assess the
ease of learning, ease of use, and helpfulness of each IVIS
tasks in executing combat missions.

For the purposes of

this research effort, only the third section, the
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Helpfulness scale, was used.

The Helpfulness scale was used

to rate how helpful each of the IVIS functions was in
effectively performing combat missions.

A copy of Part III

of the IVIS Questionnaire is provided in Appendix E.

The

Helpfulness scale ranges from extremely helpful (1) to
extremely unhelpful (7).
The Training Reactions Questionnaire, found in
Appendix F, is a four-part questionnaire.

The

questionnaire, developed by DuBois and Smith (1989b) and
Dancho (1989) is a subjective opinion questionnaire.
Secti.

TCs to rate the effectiveness of training

for eacl.

IS 'asks.

Each task was rated on a seven-

point scale of

thveness from extremely effective (1) to

extremely inc

Lye (7).

the amount

Lime to he

Section two asked TCs to rate

dlotLeJ in th(,. llture for training

each of the 26 IVIS task., based on current training time
allotted to each task
scale of time-nc.edeA
considerably less

Each task was rated on a seven-point
Jm considerably more time (1) to

ime (7).

Section three asked for TC

evaluation of other IVIS training program issues such as
research ass: cant helpfulness and helpfulness of IVIS
handouts during training.

Thil section consisted of 16

statements to which the TC indicated his agreement/
disagreement using a five-point rating scale.

A rating of

one (1) indicated strongly disagree and a rating of five (5)
indicated strongly agree.

Section four consisted of nine
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"complete the sentence" questions and space for additional
comments regarding the training program.
complete sentences such as:

lies were asked to

"The practice session with the

research assistant could be improved by:

Soldier Training Program and Test Administration
Soldiers received 1-1/2 days of training to orient to
IVIS and SIMNET.

The IVIS program was fashioned after the

POSNAV training program discussed in DuBois and Smith
(1989a).

Training was conducted in five phases: IVIS/SIMNET

orientation, IV'S classroom training, IVIS hands-on task
practice with research ass'stants, IVIS crew level hands-on
practice, and IVIS platoon level hands-on practice.

All

tests, with the exception of the Training Reactions
questionnaire and the second administration of the IVIS
Performance test, were admi:iistered after 1-1/2 days of
training.

The Training Reactions questionnaire 14s

administered at the end of the fourth day, after two days of
testing, due to time constraints on day two.

The IVIS

Performance Test was administered a second time at the end
of the fourth day.

The IVIS Training and Testing Procedures

schedule is provided in Appendix G.
During IVIS/SIMNET orientation, soldiers were given an
orientation to the M1 tank simulators and the larger IVIS
research experiment.

Soldiers were shown the differences

and similarities between M1 tank simulators and actual M1
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tanks.

During orientation soldiers completed the

Biographical Questionnaire.

Orientation lasted

approximately 1 hour.
IVIS classroom training was the second phase of
training and lasted approximately 1-1/2 hours.

Soldiers

received instruction emphasizing how, when, and why the IVIS
system should be used.

For example, the soldiers were shown

how to use the Contact (CON) function and told to use it to
system

send reports to the company commander over the IVIS
instead of the traditional method (i.e., FM radio
communication systems).

Training phase three was the TC hands-on IVIS practice
session with research assistants.

Soldiers were allowed

approximately 2-1/2 hours to practice performing IVIS tasks
in the presence of research assistants.

Research assistants

provided specific feedback regarding which tasks the
commander was performing correctly, as well as incorrectly.
When a task was performed incorrectly, the research
assistant would show the TC the correct procedure for
executing the IVIS task.
Training phases four and five were also hands-on
practice sessions.

During phase four, individual tank crews

(one crew includes a gunner, a driver, a confederate
research assistant loader, and a TC) participated in a
tactical exercise, allowing each TC to practice using IVIS
functions in conjunction with tactical maneuvers.

Phase
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five was a platoon (i.e., four crews) tactical exercise,
allowing TCs to use the system interactively (e.g., sending
reports between tanks).

TCs were given timely, specific,

performance-based feedback from research assistants to
enhance retention and transfer of classroom lecture subject
matter.

Structured task checklists and feedback

instructions were used to aid the research assistants in
maintaining standardization.

Training phases four and five

were approximately 2 hours in length each.
Results
Psychometric Issues
Scale Reliability
Two indices of reliability were calculated for the IV1S
instruments: internal consistency and test-retest.

Internal

consistency of the IVIS Knowledge test and the SIMNET
Knowledge test was evaluated using Kuder-Richardson 21, as
items on both tests were dichotomously scored.

Internal

consistency of the IVIS Performance test and the
Helpfulness scale was calculated using Cronbach's
coefficient alpha, as these instruments were composed of
continuous variables.
Test-retest reliability was calculated for the IVIS
performance test using a correlational analysis.
Participants were administered the IVIS performance test
after 1-1/2 days of training (P1) and again after two days
of experimental testing (P2).

Test-retest reliability of
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the IVIS Performance test was calculated using the productmoment correlation coefficient since the distribution of
variables correlated was continuous.

Composite P1 scores

were correlated with composite P2 scores.
The interpretation of test-retest reliability for the
IVIS performance test may be ambiguous.

If test-retest

reliability is high, one can feel quite confident the test
is reliable.

However, in the event that differential

learning occurs, the reliability estimate may be attenuated.
The product-moment correlation coeff4_cier
rank ordering of values.

represents the

If sollers are

- at
rom

different rates, the relative rank order of
to P2 will change, thus attenuating the reliabilicoefficient.

Additionally, if raters are not re-

assigning ratings, the reliability of the test
interpreted as low.

i

be

Therefore, a low or moderate

reliability coefficient may indicate either an unreliabl
test or differential rates of learning among the, scld'et
from the first administration of the IVJ..S performance

est

(PI) to the second administration (P2).
The scale reliabilities are presented in m

.0 1.

As

Table 1 shows, the uncorrected internal consisLency
reliability estimates for the first and second
administrations of the IVIS Performance test (P1 and P2) and
the Helpfulness scale were high.

The uncorrected internal

consistency estimates for the IVIS and SIMNET Knowledge
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Table 1
Scale Reliability Estimates using Coefficient Alpha, TestRetest, and Kuder-Richardson 21

Scale Name

N of items

Reliability
Coefficient

IVIS Performance-P1

28

.92a

IVIS Performance-P2

28

.91a

Helpfulness

26

.96a*

IVIS Knowledge

35d

.58b

SIMNET Knowledge

12e

.3Ib

IVIS Performance-P1 w/ P2

28

.63c*

a Coeffic
ient Alpha estimate.
Kuder-Richardson 21 estimate.
Test-Retest estimate.
Five zero-variance items omitted from reliability
analysis.
Four zero-variance items omitted from reliability analysis.
All estimates are uncorrected except those with asterisk.

tests calculated using Kuder-Richardson 12 were not as great
as those for the IVIS Performance and Helpfulness scales.
It should be noted items 4, 10, 18, 19, and 22 on the IVIS
Knowledge test, and items 5, 6, 9, and 16 on the SIMNET
Knowledge test had no variance and were thus eliminated from
the reliability analysis.

All participants correctly

answered items 3 (Turret Gun-to-Hull Reference Indicator), 5
(SIMNET

ammunition), 6 (blacked-out vision blocks), 9

(visual distance in SIMNET), and 16 (non-fordable terrain
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features in SIMNET) on the SIMNET Knowledge test, and items
4 (beeping in headphones), 10 (inputting waypoints), 18
(shell report), 19 (call for fire-adjust), and 22 (driver
waypoints) on the IVIS Knowledge test.

There was no case on

either test for which all applicants answered a particular
item incorrectly.
IVIS P1 was correlated with P2 to evaluate test-retest
reliability.

The magnitude of the coefficient was moderately

high and lends support for reliability of the test.
Interrater Reliability
The intraclass correlation coefficient and the percent
of interrater agreement were calculated as indices of
interrater reliability.

The case 1 intraclass correlation

coefficient (ICC (1,k)) estimate as described in Shrout and
Fleiss (1979) was used to assess the degree of
correspondence between observer ratings and TC self-ratings
for both P1 and P2.

The estimate is calculated as the

"component of variance due to [raters] divided by the sum
of it and other variance components" (p. 422).

The ICC(1,k)

is estimated with the following formula:

BMS - WMS
ICC(1,k) BMS + (k - 1)WMS

where BMS = between targets variance;
WMS = within targets variance; and
(k - 1) = between judges variance.
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A word of caution: the case 1 coefficient is based upon the
assumption raters have been randomly selected from the
population of raters.

Because the random selection

assumption has been violated, the population to which the
results will generalize is limited.

Additionally, the ICC

is a statistic rooted in the assumption that between target
variance exists.

In the event that there is very little or

no between-target variance, the intraclass coefficient would
be quite low and could be misinterpreted as low reliability
when, in fact, agreement is high.

Thus, the reason for

calculating percent agreement is because it provides a
second index of interrater agreement.
The interrater reliability estimates are provided in
Tables 2 and 3.

As Table 2 shows, the uncorrected

interrater reliability estimates for P1 and P2 were
moderately low, and the ICC for P2 of greater magnitude than
that for Pl.

These estimates were not as high as one would

hope, but did lend support for a moderately high degree of
reliability among raters.
Interrater agreement was calculated as percent
agreement among the observer ratings and the TCs self
ratings for P1 and 22.
were calculated,

Two indices of percent agreement

First, percent agreement was calculated as

the percentage of time raters agreed exactly.

For example,

if Rater 1 and Rater 2 both assigned the TC a rating of 5
for a given IVIS task, the raters were said to be in
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Table 2
Intraclass Correlation Coefficient Estimate for Interrater
Reliability

Test Administration

N of
raters

Uncorrected
Reliability
Coefficient

Corrected
Reliability
Coefficient

IVIS Performance-P1

2

.40

.57

IVIS Performance-P2

2

.51

.68

agreement.

However, this percentage is "insensitive to

degrees of agreement" (Mitchell, 1979).
agreement index was calculated.

Thus a second

Agreement for the second

estimate was defined as either (a) exact agreement (i.e.,
assigning the same rating values) or (b) partial agreement
(i.e., TC self-rating is only one point higher than the
observer rating, but not vice versa).

Studies have shown

observer ratings and self-ratings are fairly consistent with
one another, with self-ratings being slightly higher than
observer ratings (Meyer, 1980 and Anderson, Warner, and
Spencer 1984 cited in Muchinsky, 1987).

Therefore, one

would expect that observer (RA) and performer (TC) ratings
would be similar with mean TC ratings slightly higher than
mean RA ratings.
Table 3 presents exact and partial percent agreement
values for P1 and P2.

If percent agreement were the sole
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Table 3
Percent Agreement Estimate for Interrater Reliability

Test
Administration

Percent
Agreement
Exact

SD

Percent
Agreement
Partial

SD

IVIS Performance-P1

38

.11

63

.15

IVIS Performance-P2

47

.21

69

.21

reliability estimate, interrater reliability would be
evaluated as quite low for exact agreement, but almost
identical to the ICC(1,k) for partial agreement.

Thus, the

conclusion that must be drawn is interrater reliability is
moderate.

Because both percent agreement indices are low,

it is known that the ICC estimate is low due to a certain
level of unreliability in ratings and not due to a lack of
between target variance.
Scale Ccntent Validity
Due to the prototype status of the IVIS system, and
therefore, the IVIS training program, it is questionable
whether subject matter experts on IVIS training actually
exist.

Thus,

scale content validity for the IVIS

Performance and Knowledge tests is difficult to determine
empirically.

However, it can be demonstrated through logic

that the IVIS

Performance and Knowledge tests are content

valid.

When the

IVIS Performance and Knowledge tests were
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developed, it was assumed by the test developers all IVIS
tasks were equally important and were therefore given equal
weight and emphasis on the tests (i.e., each task was given
a weight of one).

Because there exists a one-to-one

relationship between IVIS tasks and IVIS test items, it can
be said the tests are content valid.

In terms of the The

Uniform Guidelines on Employee Selection Procedures (1978),
the tests are representative of the tasks one would be
expected to perform on the job.
Evaluative Measures
Trainina Reactions
Descriptive statistics were calculated for items on the
Training Reactions Questionnaire (TRQ).

The items on the

TRQ addressed the level of effectiveness for each IVIS task,
the time-needed to train each IVIS task, and specific
program issues.

The final section of the TRQ elicited

comments on various aspects of the IVIS training.
Effectiveness Ratings.

Section 1 of the TRQ was

designed to elicit effectiveness ratings from the soldiers
on the effectiveness of the training for each of 26 IVIS
tasks.

Specifically, each task was rated in terms of the

classroom training effectiveness, the practice with the
research assistants, the practice crew tactical exercise,
the practice platoon tactical exercise, and overall training
effectiveness for each of the IVIS tasks (see Appendix F).
The training effectiveness score for each IVIS task was
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computed as the mean across classroom training (CT), RA
practice (RP), crew practice (CP), and platoon practice
(PP):

M
Mean training effectiveness -

+ MRP + M CP + MPP
4

The effectiveness rating for each IVIS task is summarized
in Table 4.

The scale used to evaluate the effectiveness of

training was a seven-point Likert-type scale ranging from
extremely effective (1) to extremely ineffective (7).
Therefore, a low mean effectiveness value represents a high
effectiveness rating.
As Table 4 shows, most of the effectiveness ratings
fall around the "quite effective" rating.

In order to

evaluate the meaningfulness of the effectiveness ratings,
the Case 3 Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC(3,k)) was
calculated across raters over tasks.

The ICC(3,k) was 0.98,

indicating the relative rank ordering of the mean IVIS task
training effectiveness ratings was important.

The TCs were

in almost complete agreement as to the relative training
effectiveness for each IVIS task.

For example, it can be

said with a great deal of confidence that lies perceived the
navigation-route function training as more effective than
that for the report-call-for-fire function.
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Table 4
Mean

Standard Deviationa, and Rank Order of IVIS Task

Training Effectiveness Ratings

Rank

IVIS
Function

SD

Rank

IVIS
Function

N

SD

1

NAV-route

1.67

1.44

14

MAP-spots

2.17

1.24

2

MAP-zoom

1.75

1.11

15

CON

2.21

1.14

3

SCRL-home

1.75

1.62

16

MAP-labels

2.21

1.38

4

REP-con

1.79

1.47

17

MAP-los

2.25

1.48

5

RECEIVE

1.83

1.01

18

RECEIVE-act

2.29

1.16

6

MAP-features 1.88

1.26

19

AUTO-con

2.29

1.26

7

SEND

1.96

1.30

20

REP-sitrep

2.29

1.37

8

REP-shell

2.00

1.29

21

CFF

2.33

1.55

9

MAP-overlay

2.00

1.32

22

REP-cff

2.46

1.69

10

REP-spot

2.08

1.38

23

REP-adjust

2.50

1.56

11

SCRL-drag

2.08

1.44

24

REP-log

2.58

1.69

12

MAP-symbols

2.13

1.30

25

RECEIVE-show 2.63

1.41

13

SCRL-lock

2.13

1.54

26

SCRL-vel

1.56

2.63

a Tasks with tied
means are ranked from smallest standard
deviation to largest.
Effectiveness scale ranges from extremely effective
Note.
(1) to extremely ineffective (7).

Presented in Table 5 are the mean effectiveness ratings
for each type of training exercise.

The hands-on practice

with the research assistants (RP) received the highest
effectiveness rating, followed by the crew practice (CP) and
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Table 5
Overall Training Exercise Effectiveness Ratings

Training Exercise

SD

Rank

Classroom Training (CT)

3.43

1.12

4

Practice with RA (RP)

1.98

1.15

1

Crew Hands-on Practice (CP)

2.05

1.1e

2

Platoon Hands-on Practice (PP)

2.10

1.13

3

Mean Across CT,RA,CP,PP3

2.39

0.95

Mean Overall Trainingb

2.16

1.11

ean training effectiveness across Classroom Training,
RA Practice, Crew Practice, and Platoon Practice.
Mean training effectiveness across each IVIS task
overall effectiveness rating.

the platoon practice

).

In every case, soldiers agree

classrc.om training is at best only slightly effective.

The

difference between mean RP, CP, and PP ratings is very
1; their respective st

Aard deviations are very

siollar.
As with IVIS task effectiveness ratings, the ICC(3,k)
was calculated acros-; raters over training exercise ratings.
And again, the ICC(3,k) provided evidence to support the
importance 0t the rank ordering of training methods in terms
of the effectiveness ratings (ICC(3,k) = 0.85).

Thus in

summary, it was concluded that the soldiers perceived handson practice with the research assistants as the most
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effeeLive training exercise, and classroom lecture as the
least effective training method among the four.

Overall,

the soldiers rate training as quite effective (M = 2.16,
sd = 1.11).

If the classroom lecture had been viewed as

more effective, the overall training program would be rated
as more effective by the soldiers.
Time-Needed Ratings.

In Section 2 of the TRQ

participants were asked to indicate, based on their
experience with IVIS training, whether more or less training
time was needed for training each IVIS task.

As with the

effectiveness ratings, each task was rated in terms of the
classroom training, the practice with the research
assistants, the practice crew tactical exercise, the
practice platoon tactical e\ercise, and the overall training
for each of the IVIS tasks (see Appendix F).

Training time-

needed rating for each IVIS task W3S computed as the mean
across classroom training (CT), RA practice (RP), crew
practice (CP), and platoon practice (PP):

Mean training tme needed -

MCT + MRP + M CP + M
PP
4

The training time-needed ratings for each IVIS task and
training exercise are summarized in Tables 6 and 7.

The

scale used to evaluate the time-needed for training was a
seven-point Likert-type scale ranging from extremely more
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Table 6
Mean, Standard Deviationa, and Rank Order of IVIS Task
Training Time-Needed Ratings

Rank

IVIS
Function

SD

Rank

IVIS
Function

N

SD

1

REP-cff

2.67

1.13

14

SCRL-drag

3.04

1.12

2

SCRL-vel

2.75

1.15

15

CON

3.04

1.12

3

RECEIVE-act

2.83

1.13

16

AUTO-con

3.04

1.20

4

CFF

2.83

1.20

17

MAP-symbols 3.13

0.99

5

RECEIVE-show 2.88

1.12

18

REP-log

3.13

1.04

6

REP-sitrep

2.92

1.06

19

REP-shell

3.13

1.15

7

MAP-features 2.92

1.10

20

NAV-route

3.17

1.09

8

MAP-spots

2.92

1.14

21

MAP-labels

3.21

1.06

9

SEND

2.96

1.04

22

MAP-los

3.21

1.14

10

RECEIVE

2.96

1.08

23

SCRL-home

3.29

1.16

11

REP-adjust

2.96

1.16

24

SCRL-lock

3.38

1.06

12

REP-con

3.00

1.29

25

MAP-overlay 3.38

1.10

13

REP-spot

3.04

1.04

26

MAP-zoom

1.17

3.38

a

Task with tied means are ranked from smallest standard
deviation to largest.
Note.
Time Needed scale ranges from extremely more timeneeded (1) to extremely less time-needed (7).

time (1) to extremely less time (7).

Thus, a low mean

time-needed value represents a need for more training time.
As with the training effectiveness ratings, the
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ICC(3,k) was was calculated across subjects over time-needed
ratings.

The estimate was high (ICC(3,k) - 0.92),

indicating strong agreement among TCs regarding time-needed
for training each IVIS task.
The time-needed ratings for each IVIS task, as
presented in Table 6, ranged from 2.67 to 3.38.

Twenty-

three of the IVIS task classroom lecture time-needed ratings
fell between 3.50 and 4.20, indicating the soldiers would
not change the amount of time allocated to classroom
training.

Additionally, there were three tasks for which

the classroom lecture time-needed rating is less than 3.50,
indicating a need to allot slightly more time.
As Table 7 indicates, soldiers agree time allotted to
classroom training should stay about the same, whereas they
uniformly indicate that slightly more time should be
allotted to hands-on type practice.

The ICC(3,k) calculated

across raters over training exercise indicated once again,
that TCs were in almost complete agreement among training
exercise time-needed ratings (ICC(3,k) = .98).

The mean

time-needed rating for the overall IVIS training program
(calculated as the mean across each individual training
exercise time-needed rating) indicated soldiers felt
slightly more training time should be added to the current
IVIS training program.
IVIS Issues

Part three of the Training Reactions

Questionnaire (TRQ) consisted of 16 statements regarding
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Table 7
Overall Training Exercise Time Needed Ratings

Training Exercise

SD

Rank

Classroom Training (CT)

3.76

0.86

4

Practice with RA (RA)

3.04

0.89

3

Crew Hands-on Practice (CP)

2.98

0.97

Platoon Hands-on Practice (PP)

3.00

0.96

Mean Across CT,RA,CP,PPa

3.20

0.82

Mean Overall Trainingb

3.04

0.91

2

a Mean training ti
(ea ratings across Classroom
.7rew
Training, RA Prac
actice, ar,d Platoon
Practice.
b Mean
training time-nee--tings across each
individual effectivene -

specific training proqrai

issues.

Participant

to respond to each statement usinc

we

,ed

Likert-type

scale of agreement, ranging fn7)m src., Ily disagree (1) to
strongly agree (5).

Items 2, 3, 5, 6, 10, and 16 were

negatively worded; low ratings :
-)T, these items are desirable.
The values provided i
agreed both the classroor
research assistants (R&

able 8 show that soldiers
.istructor (CI) and the

appeared knowledgele about IVIS

(MCI = 4.04, sd = 1.00; MRA = 4.45, sd =
Additionally, they indicated more unstructured hands-on
practice would be helpful for learning IVIS tasks (M = 4.08,
sd - 1.06).

The soldiers further agreed that the IVIS

Table 8
Specific IVIS Issues Descriptives

Item Statement

M

SD

1.

The classroom instructor seemed
to know alot about IVIS.

4.04

1.00

2.

The classroom instructor did not
adequately explain how to use the
IVIS functions.

2.58a

1.06

J.

The training I received in the
simulator by the RA was not well
organized.

1.63a

1.01

4.

.1 to know a lot about
The RA seerf,
,
IVIS.

4.45

0.59

5.

I didn't use some IVIS functicils
because I didn't understand then,

2.54a

1.32

6.

My RA didn't show me how to .,.4-some IVIS functions.

2.33a

1.31

7.

The SIMNET video tape contained
important information.

3,00

1.13

S.

More unstructured time to practice
using each of the IVIS functions
would be helpful.

4.08

1.06

9.

The RAs were helpful.

4.75

0.44

10. The training program was
organized.

1.50a

0.51

11. The IVIS handouts during the
lecture were helpful.

3.21

0.98

12. The visual aids used during the
lecture were helpful.

3.08

0.93

13. The lecture was well organized.

3.92

0.72

14. The IVIS knowledge test covered
material I was taught during
training.

4.13

0.61
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Table 8 (can't.)
Specific IVIS Issues Descriptives

Item Statement

SD

15. The ratings of my IVIS
proficiency after training are
accurate.

4.13

0.61

16. The SIMNET knowledge test covered
material I was never taught.

2.00a

1.02

a Item is negatively
stated; low values are desirable.
Note: Rating scale: (1) strongly agree, (2) disagree,
(3) neither agree or disagree, (4) agree, (5) strongly
agree.

Knowledge test (IK) and the SIMNET Knowledge test (SK)
covered materials taught in the classroom (MIK = 4.13,
sd = 0.61; MsK = 2.00, sd = 1.02).

Furthermore, soldiers

felt the IVIS Performance tests accurately measured task
proficiency (M - 4.13, sd = 0.61).

Classroom handouts (H),

visual aids (VA), and the SIMNET videotape (SVT) shown
during classroom training were issues towards which soldiers
were neutral; they neither agreed nor disagreed these aids
were helpful or contained important information (MH = 3.21,
sd = 0.98; MVA = 3'09, sd = 0.93; MSVT = 3.00, sd - 1.12).
Comments.

Comments from the TRQ were content analyzed

to determine emerging trends with potential training
implications.

Soldiers were asked to complete nine

sentences such as "The [classroom] lecture could be improved
by

.

The soldiers' comments
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paralleled results from the first two sections of the TRQ.
Generally, the soldiers felt the best part of training was
the hands-on practice, and the worst part was classroom
lecture.

They felt they needed more hands-on practice time

and less time in the classroom.

A detailed account of

responses to each question is provided in Appendix H.
Comments were grouped into categories of similar theme
(e.g., "Need more individualized instruction").

The number

of TCs responding with similar comments was calculated and
is provided in parentheses following comments.
Soldier Characteristics
To examine whether biographical characteristics had any
influence upon soldier IVIS proficiency, five variables
were selected to be regressed upon the IVIS Performance
tests (P1 and P2), the IVIS Knowledge test (IK), and the
SIMNET Knowledge test (SK).

Soldier combat and general

technical ASVAB scores (ASVAB-CO and ASVAB-GT), simulator

experience, job experience, and computer experience were
entered into a stepwise regression equation.

Only one

variable of the five, computer experience, accounted for
significant variance in P1 and was thus selected and entered
into the equation to predict performance at time one (P1).
Computer experience accounted for 43.9% of the total
variance in Pl.

However, computer experience did not

significantly account for any of the variance in P2, the
IVIS Knowledge test, or the SIMNET Knowledge test.

None of
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the remaining four variables accounted for any significant
amount of variance in any other criterion measures.

No

other intercorrelations were significant (see Table 9).

Table 9
Independent-Dependent Variable Intercorrelations

ASVAB-CO ASVAB-GT

SIN-EXP JOB-EXP

COMP-EXP

P1

.11

.15

.36

-.34

.66*

P2

.10

-.05

.33

-.31

.42

IK

.23

.19

.45

SK

.39

.49

.30

-.42

.4t,

*p < .01, two-tailed.

Soldier Performance
Both learning and behavior evidence were used to
evaluate soldier performance/proficiency with the IVIS
system.

Each is discussed separately below.

Learning Evidence.

Due to logistical constraints it

was not possible to administer pre-tests; thus neither th.
IVIS Performance test nor the IVIS Knowledge test was
administered prior to training.

However, because the TV'S

system is a prototype piece of equipment, it seemed
reasonable to assume soldiers would not inherently possess
IVIS skills.

By chance alone one would expect some level of

proficiency on both the Knowledge and Performance tests.
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Based on chance alone, a 25% correct answer rate could be
predicted on the Knowledge test if the test taker were to
guess at all answers.

Therefore, if mean post-training

soldier Knowledge test scores were greater than a 25%
correct answer rate after training, one could conclude that
trainees learned during training.
Examining first results from the IVIS Knowledge test, a
25% correct answer rate on the IVIS Knowledge test was
predicted.

Table 10 provides the percentages of individuals

correctly answering each knowledge test item.

The percentage

of individuals correctly responding to each I71S Knowledge
item was much high9.r than the 25% expected by chance alom
Furthermore, the mean percent correct across all TCs for the
IVIS Knowledge test was also substantially higher than the
25% expected by chance (M = 82.08%).

The mean composite

score on the 40-item test was 32.83 (sd = 0.66).

Items 15

(line of sight), 38 (call for fire-adjust), and 39 (saving
relayed reports) were the only items for which fewer than 50%
of the participants answered correctly.

Apparently, these

items tap the more difficult tasks which likely deserve
additional attention during training.
Trainee learning as measured by the Performance test,
was assessed in a manner similar to that above.

Again, it

was assumed soldiers would not inherently possess IVIS task
skills.

If it were assumed a TC might be able to learn on

his own to perform a given task if given enough time, the
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Table 10
Percent Soldiers Correctly Answering IVIS Knowledge Test
Items

Item
No.

Description

% Ss
Correct

Item
No.

Description

% Ss
Correct

Grid location

75

21

SCRL-home

MAP-overlay

83

22

Drive waypoint

3

MAP-platoon

96

23

Enemy grids

88

4

Headphone beep

100

24

ADJUST

83

5

Report grouping

96

25

Remove labels

75

6

SCRL-lock

96

26

Map scales

71

7

Grid coordinates

96

27

Sitrep

92

8

I.V.I.S.

88

28

Hollow triangle

79

9

Hull heading

59

29

Duplicate reports

67

100

30

Scrolling rate

83

1

92
100

10

Waypoint input

11

Location update

79

31

Scroll parameters

75

12

MAP

92

32

REP-contact

88

13

Red triangle

88

33

Delete symbology

83

14

LOS-red line

79

34

IVIS roads

83

15

LOS-distance

33

35

Driver's IVIS

88

16

REP-spot

96

36

Delete color

92

17

REP-sitrep

96

37

Red star

75

18

REP-shell

100

38

Adjust fire

13

19

REP-adjust

100

39

Save reports

33

20

IVIS transmission

88

40

Map to enemy

71
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TCs rated proficiency level would likely be evaluated as
"not proficient."

The scale used to evaluate performance is

a function of (a) the number of errors made in completing a
task, (b) the degree of hesitation before executing a task,
and (c) the time to perform a task.

An individual who had

not received IVIS training and was administered the IVIS
Performance test prior to training (pre-tested) would most
likely receive a low composite score, perhaps a mean
composite score of 1 or 2 (composite = total points/number
of items).

(The proficiency scale ranges from not at all

proficient (1) to expert (7)).

Therefore, if the mean P1

score across all soldiers was much higher than an
hypothesized "pre-test" score, evidence of learning would be
supported.

As Table 11 shows, the mean proficiency scores

for each item on the IVIS Performance test were higher than
2.00, indicating that post-training performance scores were
higher than what was expected by chance.
Nine of the 28 items had mean proficiency ratings less
than 5.00, indicating the soldiers had difficulty correctly
executing these tasks.

Placing contour lines and roads

(item 6), labeling objects (item 12), removing labels
(item 13), creating symbols (item 14), recovering labels
(item 15), deleting symbols (item 16), creating logistics
reports (item 17), scrolling the IVIS map (item 23), and
receiving/forwarding reports (item 26) were the nine tasks
TCs had difficulty executing after 1-1/2 days of training.
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Table 11
Mean IVIS Performance Scoresa - Post Training

IVIS

SD

IVIS

SD

Item 1

6.25a

1.22

Item 15

4.38

2.02

Item 2

5.98

0.63

Item 16

2.90

1.79

Item 3

5.27

0.92

Item 17

4.85

1.76

Item 4

5.35

0.65

Item 18

5.42

1.36

Item 5

5.17

0.89

Item 19

5.02

1.06

Item 6

4.40

1.48

Item 20

5.83

0.94

Item 7

5.58

0.79

Item 21

6.44

0.85

Item 8

5.02

1.33

Item 22

5.85

0.89

Item 9

5.10

1.94

Item 23

4.83

1.28

Item 10

5.56

1.06

Item 24

6.40

1.22

Item 11

5.54

0.91

Item 25

5.71

1.32

Item 12

4.81

1.47

Item 26

4.25

1.82

Item 13

4.23

2.06

Item 27

5.79

1.55

Item 14

3.96

1.71

Item 28

5.27

1.51

Mean P2

5.17

0.78

a The proficiency scale ranges from not at all
proficient (1) to expert (7).

Behavior Evidence.

A two-tailed paired t-test was

conducted between P1 and P2 to test for significant
differences between mean composite test scores and evidence
of transfer.

If skills learned during training were
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transferred to the operational setting, one would expect
there would not be a significant difference between posttraining test scores (P1) and post-operational test scores
(P2) such that mean P2 scores were significantly lower than
mean P1 scores.

A significant difference between P1 and P2

may occur in either direction, however, due to (a) a
negative transfer of training skills to the operational
setting (P2 scores lower than P1 scores), (b) enhancement of
skills due to additional practice (P2 scores higher than P1
scores), or (c) low reliability of the measure (fluctuation
in scores due to flaws in the measurement device).
Therefore, based upon results of paired t-test four likely
outcones are possible:

1. If the mean post-operational scores were
significantly lower than mean post-training scores and
reliability was reasonably high, no support behavior
ev.„dence will have been provided.
2. If the mean post-operational scores were
significantly higher than mean post-test training scores
and, again, reliability was high, behavior evidence will
h
been supported.
3. If training performance and operational performance
were not significantly different from one another, but were
higher than chance "pre-test" scores, both learning and
behavior evidence would have been supported.
4. If operational test scores, but not post-training
test scores, were higher than chance "pre-test" scores, such
a condition would argue for an extension of training time.
This evidence would suggest soldiers were not able to
acquire IVIS skills as competently after 1-1/2 days of
training as they were after 1-1/2 days of training and 2
days of operational performance.
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The t-tests revealed significant differences between
(a) mean post-training scores (P1) and mean post-operational
scores (P2), (b) RA ratings at time one (Ti) and time two
(T2), and (c) TC ratings at TI and T2.

Mean post-

operational scores are significantly higher than mean posttraining scores for RA, TC, and composite performance
ratings (see Table 12).

Figure 4 shows the relationship

between mean RA, TC, and performance (P1, P2) scores at Tl
and T2.

Table 12
Paired T-Te3t i-esults for RA. TC

and Composite Proficiency

Rating

Paired Samples

t value

df

RATl w/ RAT2

-8.33*

23

TCTl w/ TCT2

-5.02*

23

P1 w/ P2

-7.20*

23

*p < .001, two-tailed.

Interpretation of the above outcomes is conditionally
based upon the reliability and differential learning
interpretations discussed earlier.

As reliability of the

scale had previously been evaluated, it was then necessary
to establish a means by which to examine possible

5.

7

8.137
6.082
5.988

6

5.309
5.174
5 025

4

3

•

A1

•

TI

Figure 4.

TC self-rating
RA rating
Composite Performance Rating
(RA + TC)/2

T2

Mean RA, TC, and composite performance ratings

after training (Ti) and after two days of operational
performance (T2).
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differential learning effects.

Therefore, performance

change scores were calculated for each soldier and
correlated with biographical characteristics.

Three changc-,_.

scores were calculated for each soldier: (a) change in RA
rating from P1 to P2, (b) change in TC self rating from P1
to P2, and (c) change in composite performance score from P1
to P2.

Change was calculated as:

PRF. = P2. - P1 4
where:

PRF.
• = change in performance for each i soldier;
P2.
• = P2 score for each i soldier; and
Pl.
• = P1 score for each i soldier.

The same formula was used to calculate change in RA and TC
self ratings from time one to time two, substituting "PRF"
in the equation for "RA" or "TC".

Four biographical

variables, ASVAB-GT, ASVAB-CO, SIM-EXP, AND COMP-EXP, were
used to evaluate the relationship between performance change
from Ti to T2 and biographical characteristics.
In every case, the mean change score for composite RA
and TC ratings was positive, indicating that overall IVIS
proficiency scores increased from Ti to T2.

The RA rating

change scores ranged from a low of 0.20 to a high of 1.92
(M = 0.96, sd - 0.51); TC ratings change scores ranged from
a low of 0.21 to a high of 1.87 (M = 0.86, sd = 0.40).

The

range of composite performance change scores ranged from
0.34 to 1.62 (M = 0.92, sd = 0.43) (composite = (RA + TC)/2).
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As shown in Table 13, computer experience (COMP-EXP) is
the only variable significantly correlated with a
performance change measure.

Computer experience is

significantly correlated with RA change scores.

The data

suggests that the more computer experience a TC had, the less
change in his IVIS proficiency from Ti to T2.

Most likely,

computer experience serves to create a ceiling effect on
performance for those soldiers with greater experience than
those with less.

Those soldiers with computer experience

mable 13
A

TC, and Composite Proficiency Change Score Correlations

with Bi:Jgraphical Variables

ASVAB_CO

RA

.03

TC

.07

Composite

.06

*p < .01

'J SGT

SIM_EXP

COMP EXP

-.01

-.50*

.08

-.22

-.23

.07

-.15

-.39

one-tailed.

id most likely have higher proficiency scores at Ti than
those without compu er experience; thus leaving less room
for change in proficiency scores

or TCs with greater

computer experience than those without computer experience,
and much more room for performance change for those soldiers
without prior computer experience.
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Program Content Validity
As discussed earlier under "Scale Content Validity," it
is questionable whether IVIS training subject matter experts
exist.

Thus, determining program content validity for the

IVIS Training Program is difficult to determine empirically.
As with the performance and knowledge tests, however, it can
be demonstrated that the training program is content valid.
When the IVIS training program was developed, it was assumed
that all tasks were equally important and each task was
therefore given equal weight and emphasis during training.
3ecause there exists a one-to-one relationship between IVIS
tasks and IVIS training, it can be said that the training
is, to a considerable degree, content valid.

However,

additional information was gathered from the soldiers to
further evaluate I:he contnt validity of the training
program such that the number and importance of tasks taught
during training were those for which soldiers would be
expected to periorm on the job.

It is those tasks (a) which

are important or critical to job performance, (b) which are
difficult to learn, and/or (c) for which there is little
opportunity to learn/practice are of special concern.

By

evaluating how helpful each IVIS task was to performing
combat missions, it was possible to extract an indication of
individual task importance.

In summary, the intent of the

content validity analysis was to determine the
representativeness of the IVIS training program, as well as
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identify those tasks which would deserve further attention
in future training sessions.
Content validity of the IVIS training program was
evaluated based on Bownas, Bosshardt, and Donnelly (1985)
methodology.

The Bownas et al. method was modified,

however, as IVIS is not currently used on the job.

IVIS

task helpfulness ratings were plotted against training timeneeded ratings to evaluate the content validity
(representativeness) of the program and to identify any
training deficiencies or excesses.

Recall that one goal of

training is to teach those tasks which are more important
and/or critical to job performance.

Therefore, in order to

identify which tasks were more important than others, task
helpfulness ratings were gathered.

In addition to

helpfulness ratings, the percentage of soldiers who could
and could not perform specific IVIS tasks was calculated to
identify those tasks which were more difficult to perform;
those tasks would require additional emphasis during
training.
Because IVIS task importance or criticality ratings
were not available at the time of program development, each
task was given equal weight (amount of time) in training.
Therefore, the program is content valid to this degree.
Each IVIS task was rated in terms of how helpful it was
to executing combat missions on a scale ranging from
extremely helpful (1) to extremely unhelpful (7).

Thus the
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smaller the helpfulness value for a given task, the more
helpful that task was to performing combat missions.

As

Table 14 shows, mean helpfulness ratings range from a high
of 2.46 to a low of 1.42, indicating that the least helpful
of the IVIS functions is at least slightly helpful.

No

function was rated as neutral or less than helpful.

Table 14
Mean

Standard Deviationa, and Rank Order of IVIS Task

Helpfulness Ratings

Rank

IVIS
Function

SD

Rank

IVIS
Function

M

SD

1

MAP-overlay

1.42

0.65

14

Receive

1.75

0.79

2

CFF

1.46

0.78

15

SCRL-lock

1.75

0.94

3

REP-adjust

1.71

0.66

16

RECEIVE-act

1.83

0.87

4

MAP-features 1.54

0.72

17

REP-sitrep

1.83

0.96

5

NAV-route

1.54

0.72

18

RECEIVE-show 1.88

0.95

6

SCRL-home

1.58

0.78

19

CON-auto

1.88

1.04

7

REP-spots

1.58

0.78

20

REP-log

1.92

1.00

8

REP-contact

1.58

0.78

21

SCRL-drag

2.08

1.14

9

SEND-reports 1.58

0.88

22

MAP-symbols

2.25

1.23

10

REP-cff

1.58

0.83

23

MAP-los

2.25

1.26

11

REP-shell

1.63

0.77

24

SCRL-vel

2.33

1.20

12

CON

1.67

0.76

25

MAP-labels

2.46

1.22

13

MAP-zoom

1.71

0.81

26

MAP-spots

2.46

1.47

aTied rankings ranked from smallest standard deviation to largest.
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As with the training effectiveness and time-needed
ratings, the ICC(3,k) was calculated across subjects over
task helpfulness ratings.
(ICC(3,k) = .96).

The ICC estimates was very high

Thus the relative rank ordering of the

helpfulness ratings was meaningful, indicating that those
tasks with higher rankings were perceived as more helpful
than those with lower rankings.

Those tasks which received

higher helpfulness ratings would be of interest when making
recommendations for program refinement.

Those same tasks

would be of even greater interest or concern, if they were
also determined to be 7'rr

which soldiers had

difficulty executing.
In order to identify the taks which soldiers felt they
had difficulty executing, TC

r

;mance ratings from the

IVIS performance test were ure..

Soldier ratings were

dichotomized, representing two levels of IVIS task
proficiency: (a) tasks classified as

Id not currently

perform" and (b) tasks classified as "co zid currently
perform".

Based on eac.'1 TC's P2 ratings, it was possible tc

determine

whether or not soldiers felt they could currently

perform each of the IVIS tasks.

ask ratings of 4.00 or

lower indicated the TC had trout.
,le executing the task,
making errors as he executed

he task.

only those tasks TCs

felt they could perform with little or no error were
considered as "could currently perform."

Therefore, if the

TC self-rating for an IVIS task was below five, his
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performance rating was placed in the currently not able to
perform category.

If the TC rated his proficiency on an

IVIS task as a five, six, or seven, his rating was taken as
evidence he could currently perform that task, and was thus
categorized as such.
Table 15 displays the number and percentage of
individuals indicating "can" and "cannot" currently perform
given IVIS tasks.

As Table 15 shows, there are 15 IVIS

tasks for which greater than 80% of the soldiers performed at
an above average proficiency level: item 1 (explain "Own
Location and Healing Win:: 4"), item 2 (prepare and send a
contact report-one tank),

(i-

report-one tank and one personne

pare and send a contact

carrier), item 5 (send an

adjust fire report to redirect artillery), item 6 (place
only contour lines and roads cr IVIS

map), item 7 (prepare

and send a spot report-14 Soviet T72 tanks), item 8
(activate and explain the line-of-sight, item 9 (remove
line-of-sight), item 10 (prepare and send repor

to

commander to report observed artillery), item 11 (place a
start-point symbol on the IVIS

rap), item 13 (remove

symbols and labels at same time), item 17 (prepare and send
logistics report), item 18 (adjust IVIS map to show the most
terrain possible), item 20 (create a three-waypoint route),
item 21 (relay three-waypoint route to the driver's IVIS),
and item 24 (center IVIS map around own tank as quickly as
possible).
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Table 15
Number and Percentage of Individuals Indicating "Can" and
"Cannot" Currently Perform IVIS Tasks

IVIS
Task

%
Can

n

1

96

23

2

63

3
4

n

IVIS
Task

4

1

15

37

83

20

67

Cannot

Can

n

15

79

9

16

17

4

16

33

83

20

6

88

7

Cannot

n

19

21

5

50

12

50

12

17

83

20

17

4

8

18

88

21

12

3

17

4

19

63

15

37

9

21

12

3

20

92

22

8

2

88

21

12

3

21

96

23

4

8

88

21

12

3

22

79

19

21

5

9

83

20

17

4

23

79

19

21

5

10

92

22

8

2

24

88

21

12

3

11

83

20

17

4

25

79

19

21

5

12

79

19

21

5

26

54

13

46

11

13

83

20

17

4

27

75

18

25

6

14

67

16

33

8

28

71

17

33

7

There are, however, 13 tasks for which fewer than 80%
of the soldiers rated their performance at/or below average
or could not currently perform: items 2 (sending one-tank
contact report), item 4 (call for fire on column of T72s),
item 12 (labeling), item 14 (create a triangle made of
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dotted lines), item 15 (recover a removed spot), item 16
(delete the dotted triangle), item 19 (prepare situation
report for event happening 15 minutes prior), item 22
(prepare and send artillery report), item 23 (scroll the
IVIS map), item 25 (receive a contact report), 26 (send
received report to IVIS map and company commander), item 27
(prepare to receive an overlay), and item 28 (receive
contact report and center IVIS map at enemy location).
Referring back to the results of the IVIS Knowledge
test, items 6, 12-17, 23, and 26 were items for which fewer
than 50% of soldiers answered correctly.

The remaining

IVIS Knowledge test items incorrectly answered by a high
percentage of soldiers were tasks that were executed
correctly during the performance test.

Thus it appears

being able to demonstrate knowledge of a task on a paperand-pencil test and actually being able to execute that task
are quite different.
IVIS Task Training_Emphasis Evaluation
In order to prioritize, or to evaluate training
emphasis need, helpfulness ratings were used again.

Recall

that each IVIS function was rated in terms of how helpful
it was to performing combat missions.

While the rating

values showed the functions all as being helpful, some were
rated as more helpful than others.

Table 14 provides the

rank ordering of these IVIS functions.

As might be

expected, receiving mission overlays was ranked as number

one.

Being able to transmit change in missions via v

overlays relayed to the IVIS computers would ma
.1:
- hange of missions easier.

Furthermore, those

that help to report battlefield activity were al:- ratcl as
more helpful

Rated as less helpful were those :-nctions

such as scrolling the IVIS map, placing objects
the map, and labeling those spots.

spots) on

Perhaps these functions

were rated as less helpful because they were less essential
to effectively performing combat missions, or because
soldiers had difficulty executing these tasks.
Until further research is conducted to determine tv
essential each of these IVIS functions is to effectively
performing combat missions, it is not possible to conclude
the relative importance of each IVIS function.

Therefore,

helpfulness ratings were used to determine the functions
soldiers prefered as well as which functions deserve more
emphasis during training.
Ford and Wroten (1984) developed the Matching Technique
for identifying training program "hits," "deficiencies," and
"excesses" for making program redesign recommendations.
Hits were defined as congruence between amount of emphasis
given to a task during training and its respective degree of
training need (i.e., relative importance of task in relation
to effectively performing the job).

A training deficiency

exists when a current training need (e.g., a specific task)
has a high priority but is given little emphasis during

>
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training.

Training excess then, is the opposite of training

deficiency, that is, when a training need has a low training
priority and is given much emphasis during training.

By

plotting each training task need priority by emphasis given
in training, Ford and Wroten were able to identity training
hits, deficiencies, and excesses.

The greater the number of

hits, the greater the content validity of the program, for
hits represent a desired amount nf emphasis given to
important job tasks during training.
Translating the Ford and Wroten procedure into 1,
!IS
terms, hits, deficiencies, and excesses were determined t.,y
plotting time-needed ratings against helpfulness ratings
for each of the IVIS tasks.

Figure 5 shows the relationship

between the IVIS task ratings using Ford and Wroten's
Matching Technique.
Figure 5 shows, with the exception of items 5, 6, 8, 9,
15, 16, 18, 19, and 22, the training program is deficient in
terms of time allotted to the majority of IVIS tasks.

The

Matching Technique indicated a need to devote more time to
training IVIS tasks, with some tasks needing more time than
others.

The further the task was located from the hit/

deficiency border lines, the more deficient the program was
in terms of training that task.

As Figure 5 shows, most

tasks clustered close to the hit/deficiency border line,
indicating the program was not extremely deficienct, but
instead only slightly so.
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Items 2, 15, 16, 19, 22, and 26 28 were items
identified earlier as those which less than 80% of

the

soldiers could currently perform at a proficiency level of
5.0 or above.

Although items 2, 15, 16, 19, 22, and 26 were

identified as "hits" in Figure
close to the deficiency border.

, they were located very
Therefore, because these

items were those which fewer than 80% of all participants
were rated at 5.0 proficiency level and because they were
located close to the hit/deficiency border, these items must
be given special attention during future training sessions.
More time should be devoted to these tasks during training.
Discussion
Based on the results of the above analyses it was
possible to suggest areas for refining the IVIS training
program.

The section begins with an interpretation of the

psychometric property analyses, followed by an examination
of the evaluative measures results.

Information extracted

from these analyses allowed for pinpointing areas for
program refinement.
Psychometric Issues Interpretation
One of the first issues addressed in this paper was
psychometric properties of measurement devices.

It was

necessary to evaluate the psychometric properties of the
IVIS instruments to establish a high degree of confidence in
inferences drawn from the IVIS data.

Beginning first with

the performance test, both internal consistency and test-

retest reliability were estimated.

The IVIS performance

test at Ti and T2 demonstrated a high degree of internal
consistency, indicating the instrument contained items from a
single domain.

Additionally, test-retest reliability was

evaluated as acceptable.

While the coefficient was not as high

as preferred (r
s - P1P2 = .66, p < .001), it is respectable.
Thus, these reliability estimates demonstrate the test to
be internally consistent as well as reasonably stable over
time.

Interrater reliability was also evaluated, using both

the ICC(1,k) and percent agreement indices.

Both estimates

indicate that interrater reliability was at best moderate.
Due to the relatively low magnitude of the coefficient,
greater rater training is recommended for future training
sessions.

Overall, the IVIS Performance test is a reliable

instrument.
Evaluation of the IVIS Knowledge and SIMNET Knowledge
tests was not as positive as for the IVIS Performance test.
Internal consistency for the IVIS and SIMNET Knowledge
tests was evaluated using Kuder-Richardson 21; their
respective estimates are quite low.

Therefore, one must

caution against drawing strong conclusions based on the
evidence collected from the IVIS Knowledge and SIMNET
Knowledge tests.
Based on the evidence presented, it was most
appropriate to rely more heavily on the Performance test
results as the test was demonstrated to be content valid,

internally consistent, and stable over time.

Thus the

majority of training refinement recommendations were derived
from results of the performance tests.

Although the

reliability of the IVIS Knowledge test was low, implications
for program refinement extracted from the results are
discussed.

Implications from the performance test are

presented first followed by inferences from the knowledge
test.
Evaluative Measures Implications
P1 and P2 scores are significantly correlated, with P2
scores significantly higher than P1 scores.

The data

suggest that with additional practice soldiers are able to
reach a higher level of proficiency than that reached after
1-1/2 days of trairing_

In particular, soldiers had the

most ,lifficulty executing IVIS "MAP" functions.
Specifically, they had diffiL.,Alty with placing terrain
features on the IVIS map (item 6: M = 4.40, sd = 1.48),
labeling map objects (item 12: 4.81, sd = 1.47), placing
spots (it,

13: M = 4.23, sd = 2.06) and symbols (item 14:

M = 3.96, sd = 1.71), and deleting and recovering spot,
(item 16: M - 2.90, sd = 1,79) and symbols (item 15:
M = 4.83, sd = 2.02).

Additionally, the velocity and the

drag functions (item 23: M = 4.83, sd = 1.28) (sub-functions
of the "SCROLL" function), and relaying messages (item 26:
M = 4.25, sd - 1.82) gave the soldiers some trouble.

These

are tasks future trainers will want to give extra attention.
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When TO P2 scores were coded for "currently can
perform" and "currently cannot perform", six of the above
eight items (labeling objects; placing, removing, and
recovering spots and symbols; executing velocity and drag
functions; and relaying messages) were rated as "currently
can perform" by less than 80% of the soldiers.

The

remaining two items (placing map features and placing spots)
were rated as "currently could perform" by more than 80%.
Items for which the mean proficiency rating at Ti were
higher than 4.0 (sending contact reports, creating call-forfire reports, creating situation reports, creating shell
reports, receiving messages, relaying overlays, and placing
overlays on the IVIS map) and were thus not considered
problem items, were identified at T2 as items for which a
large proportion of soldiers could not perform at a level of
5.0

or above.

Less than 80% of the soldiers were rated as

"currently can perform" for the above mentioned items.

Of

these target items, map symbols, call-for-fire, and relaying
overlays are those for which 67% or fewer of the soldiers
were classified as "currently can perform" at a proficiency
level of 5.0 or above.

(The 5.0 proficiency level is the

level at which the TC can execute a task with only minor
errors, corrected immediately).

Thus there is a large

proportion of soldiers who are not at the 5.0 proficiency
level with these tasks.

Results from the Training Reactions

Questionnaire parallel these findings.
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In general "MAP," "SCROLL," and "Receive" functions
training were viewed as less effective than other functions.
"Time needed" ratings for the above items, however, are not
substantially different from other IVIS functions.

Just as

the performance data suggests soldiers need more practice
with IVIS functions; training reaction measures confirm the
soldiers' need and/or desire for more hands-on practice.
Results from the IVIS Knowledge test are similar to
those of the IVIS Performance test.

In particular, of the

14 knowledge items for which fewer than 80% of the soldiers
answered correctly, six are MAP functions (items 14, 15, 25,
26, 28, and 31).

Results of the IVIS Performance test also

indicate soldiers have difficulty with MAP functions.
Specifically, 21% could not interpret the meaning of a red
line stretching between one's own tank and other features
(Item 14: M

.75, sd = .44), 67% could not indicate the

maximum viewing distance for the line-of-sight function
(Item 15: M = .33, sd = .49), 25% could not indicate
knowing how to remove labels and symbols (Item 25: M = .75,
sd = .44), 29% did not know which map scale would allow one
to see a three-kilometer square grid map area (Item 26:
M = .71, sd = .46), 21% did not know the meaning of the
hollow red triangle map symbol (Item 28: M = .79,
sd = .43), and 25% did not know the peripheral detail of
scrolling the IVIS map (Item 31: M = .75, sd = .44).
The remaining eight knowledge items TCs had difficulty

;3

answering correctly were those regarding report generation
and saving, and map symbology interpretation.

Twenty-five

percent of the soldiers did not know when the IVIS system
displayed their own tank grid location (Item 1: M = .75,
sd = .44), 41% did not know whether tank heading was
displayed in terms of mils, centimeters, miles, or degrees
(Item 9: M = .58, sd = .50), 21% could not correctly
indicate how often the own location grid coordinate was
updated (Item 11: M = .79, sd = .42), 33% did not know which
two reports could be created via two different IVIS function
keys (contact and call-for-fire) (Item 29: M = .67,
sd = .48), 25% could not indicate when the red star
generated from the automated contact report appeared (Item
37: M = .75, sd - .44), 87% incorrectly indicated where the
IVIS map should be touched in order to adjust a call-forfire report (Item 38: M = .13, sd - .34), 67% did not know
how to save a spot report on the IVIS map (Item 39: M = .33,
sd = .48), and 29% could not indicate which IVIS function
key to touch in order to scroll the IVIS map to the location
of reported enemy contact (Item 40: M = .71, sd = .46).
Conclusion
Following the guidelines of the Instructional
Technology Model (1986), much information has been gathered
from which to

draw program refinement recommendations.

By

estimating participant entry behavior (step "c" of the ITM),
t was possible to compare it to participant post-training
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benavior, thus providing indices of learning and behavior
evidence.

It was via this comparison that program

refinement recommendations were drawn, the final step in the
ITM (step "g").
Examination of study results has shown many IVIS
functions deserving additional attention during future
training sessions.

It is those tasks for which a large

percentage of individuals could not perform at a 5.0
proficiency level that will require greater training
emphasis.

Specifically, those tasks are: placing terrain

(MAP-features), labeling objects (MAP-labels),
pl€, spo
deleting
map (SC1-

;MAP-spots), placing symbols (MAP-symbols),
:7ecovering spots and symbols.

crolling the

,Irag), relaying reports (Receive-send),

sendine .2ontact reports (CCW, creating call-foi-fire
reports (REP-off), creating situation reports (REP-sitrep),
creating shell reports (REP-shell), and manipulating IVIS
map overlays (T,IAP-overlay).

Because MAP functions are

gonerally re. ed by the soldiers as 7.':re helpful than
other functions .

MAP functions need more emphasis during

future training sessions.

As more research regarding

soldier-IVIS interface 1.,ecomes available, some IVIS
functions may be deleted and other added based on importance
or helpfulness ratings, tor example.

Therefore, future IVIS

training must take into account any system changes.
As stated many times throughout this paper, IVIS is a

7S

prototype system.

No IVIS training subject matter experts

exist who use IVIS on a day-to-day basis.

Therefore,

training issues identified at this earlier stage are likely
to change if and when IVIS is put into active use.

This

initial analysis, however, has provided the starting point
for making modifications to the current program such that
soldiers trained to use the IVIS system for experimental
purposes are adequately trained.

The evidence provided

undeniably suggests more training time is needed to learn
the IVIS tasks.

Specifically, the soldiers need more hands-

on practice with the equipment as the data shows proficiency
with iVIS tasks improves significantly over time.
In addition to modifying task training emphasis, it is
suggested that future trainers increase training for
research assistants and TC using the behaviorally anchored
rating scale of proficiency for the IVIS Performance test.
If the purpose of any training program is to teach a skill
or skill to attendees, it is essential that all involved
agree upon performance standards and can reliably assess
performance.
And finally, as a result of this research, an important
piece of information was uncovered that relates to both
training and personnel selection.

While examining potential

correlates of IVIS proficiency, computer experience was
found to be significantly correlated with P1 (r = 0.66,
p < .01), and was the only variable significantly correlated
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with any criterion measure.

Thus, it appeared that

experience with computers initially predicted performance,
but practice with IVIS ultimately determined performance
proficiency.

After two days of experimental testing,

computer experience ceased to predict IVIS proficiency.
Therefore, one must conclude that while experience with
computers may initially help soldiers acquire IVIS skills,
amount of prior computer experience is not a factor in
determining IVIS proficiency.

Apparently, the critical

factor determining IVIS proficiency is practice.
Applying this information to the arena of personnel
selection and requirements, the conclusion that computer
experience would not serve as a useful selection criterion
is supported.

It has been demonstrated that amount of prior

computer experience did not predict IVIS proficiency after
initial exposure to the system.

Thus, any initial hesitation

toward using this computer based command, control, and
communications system based on lack of computer experience is
overcome by the end cf the IVIS testing and training
session.

It appears that individuals with no computer

experience are just as proficient with the IVIS system as
those with computer experience after completing the IVIS
training and testing.
Future Directions
As with any psychological research effort, one must
caution against placing too great an emphasis on any one
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study's findings.

Issues such as IVIS task importance and

difficulty of performing IVIS tasks need to be evaluated
further.

For example, it is not known at this point which

tasks are critical to effectively executing combat missions
for IVIS has not been put into full scale use.

It is

important that such issues be examined as soon as possible.
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Arpendix A
Biographical Questionnaire

Name
Date
Duty Position for this Experiment

IVIS EXPERIMENT
BIOGRAPHICAL QUESTIONNAIRE

1.

AGE:

").

CURRENT ARMY GRADE:

3.

TOTAL TIME IN SERVICE:

years

A.

Enlisttd.

B.

Commissioned":

E-

or 0-

_

_ years

months

years

months

_ years

months

4.

TOTAL TIME IN ARMOR:

5.

MOS LEVEL:

6.

PRESENT TANK DUTY POSITION (circle
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

7.

MOS-

If Officer:

12A or 12B

Tank Driver
Tank Loader
Tank Gunner
Tank Commander
Platoon Sergeant
Platoon Leader
Other (please specify:
; also check the
highest tank position for which you are qualified)

EXPERIENCE IN EACH TANK POSITION:
A.

Experience as Tank Driver:

B.

years

months

Experience as Tank Loader:

years

months

C.

Experience as Tank Gunner:

years

months

D.

Experience as Tank Commander
(Do not include time as
Pit. Ldr. or Pit. Sgt.):

__years

months

_

E.

Experience as Pit. Sgt.:

years

months

F.

Experience as Pit. Ldr.:

years

months

BIOGRAPHICAL QUESTIONNAIRE

8.

FORMAL TANKER MILITARY COURSES
COMPLETED (check all that apply):
AIT/OSUT

BNCOC

AOBC

AOAC

ANCOC

Other (please specify:

9.

TIME SINCE LAST PARTICIPATED IN
AN ACTUAL FIELD TRAINING EXERCISE
(do not count NTC) AS A TANKER:

years
months
days

10.

11.

12.

13.

NUMBER OF TIMES PARTICIPATED AS
A TANKER IN NTC EXERCISES WITH A
RCTATING UNIT:

times (rotations)

NUMBER OF HOURS PREVIOUSLY SPENT
ON SIMNET:

hours

NUMBER OF HOURS PREVIOUSLY SPENT
ON COFT GUNNERY EXERCISES:

hours

IN GENERAL, DESCRIBE YOUR PREVIOUS
EXPERIENCE WITH COMPUTERS:
No Experience (Never Use Computers)
Limited Experience (Rarely Use Computers)
Some Experience (Occassionally Use Computers)
Considerable Experience (Frequently Use Computers)

IVIS EXPERIMENT
TRAINING EVALUATION - KNOWLEDGE TEST

Instructions

This test contains multiple choice questions designed to assess
This test contains 40 items about IVIS.
your knowledge of IVIS.
Please read each question carefully and then darken the block on
the answer sheet which indicates the letter of the correct answer.
If you change an answer, please carefully erase your earlier
response. Take your time taking his test and please, when you have
finished all of the test questions on each test, take a moment to
review your answers to ensure you made no errors using the answer
wheet. A research assistant will also review your answer sheet for
any obvious errors after you complete each test.
Remember, the purpose of this test is to evaluate the IVIS training
If you cannot answer a question, you rnv
program and not you.
Take your time and try to do the best you
leave it blank.
If you should have questions while you're completing this tes
Be sure to include your name,
please feel free to ask for help.
date, and your duty position for this experiment on the answer
sheet.
And, please do not mark in the test booklet.

IVIS EXPERIMENT
TRAINING EVALUATION - KNOWLEDGE TEST
IVIS Questions

1.

IVIS displays your tank grid location
a.
b.
c.
d.

only when you press the NAV button
at 10 second intervals
continuously on both the driver and TC display
continuously on only the TC display

The "OVERLAY ON" box in the MAP menu should always be
marked with an "X" if you want to
a.
b.
c.
d.

3.

When your tank is operating in a platoon,
display shows the current location of
a.
b.
c.
d.

4.

your

IVIS

map

all enemy and friendly vehicles
friendly vehicle icons in your platoon
only the platoon leader's and company commander's vehicles
only your vehicle icon

In SIMNET, you will hear a beep over your headphones if
a.
b.
c.
d.

5.

receive any FM radio traffic from your commanding
officer
send graphic overlays to another TC
receive graphic overlays from your commanding officer
overlay various terrain features on the IVIS map

you have a telephone call
you are being sent a message over the IVIS display
your commander is trying to reach you on the company
FM radio net
you make an IVIS entry error

The messages or reports you receive on the IVIS display are
divided into three groups according to the
a.
b.
c.
d.

length of the report
intelligence of the TC who sent the report
priority of the report
length of time passed since the report was transmitted

IVIS TRAINING EVALUATION - KNOWLEDGE TEST

6.

The "LOCK" function under the SCRL key main menu locks
a.
b.
c.
d.

7.

The IVIS "Own Location and Heading Window" displays your
tank location as
a.
b.
c.
d.

8.

Interesting Vehicle Investigating Service
InterVehicular Information System
Internal Vehicle Imaging System
In Vehicle It Sits

The IVIS "Own Location and Heading Window" shows
the hull reference heading in
a
b.
c.
d.

10.

an eight-digit grid coordinate
a four-digit grid coordinate
an encoded eight-digit grid coordinate
a street address

IVIS stands for
a.
b.
c.
d.

9.

the IVIS display's keys so that they no longer work
the IVIS map at its present location
the scale of the IVIS map at its present size
your gun tube on target

mils
centimeters
miles
degrees

To input a route waypoint, what IVIS function key would
you use?
a.
b.
C.
d.

NAV
MAP
REP
SCRL

TRAINING EVALUATION - KNOWLEDGE TEST

11.

The IVIS "Own Location and Heading Window" shows your
tank's location and updates it every
a.
b.
C.
d.

12.

Which function is not offered under the MAP key?
a.
b.
c.
d.

13.

the platoon leader's tank
your tank
the nearest restroom
enemy forces

The IVIS "LOS" function shows both red lines
and blue lines.
A red line between your tank and a feature
on the IVIS map indicates
a.
b.
c.
d.

15.

"FEATURES"
"LOS"
"ZOOM"
"ROUTE DESIGNATION"

You are scrolling the IVIS map to locate a new waypoint.
You notice a solid red triangle on the edge of the IVIS map.
This triangle points to the direction of
a.
b.
c.
d,

14.

10 seconds
10 meters
meter
kilometer

you should be able to see the feature
that a tank just fired off a round
there is a road between you and the feature
you should not be able to see the feature

The Line of Sight function can evaluate the line of sight
from your vehicle to any point
a.
b.
c.
d.

up
up
up
in

to 10 miles away
to 3 kilometers away
to 10 feet away
the SIMNET world

TRAINING EVALUATION - KNOWLEDGE TEST

16.

You just destroyed six enemy tanks.
should you send to your commander?
a.
b.
c.
d.

17.

"SHELL"
"ADJUST"
"CFF"
"SPOT"

You have requested a call for fire (CFF) and the artillery
fell 500 meters to the right of your intended target.
Using IVIS, what type of report do you send to redirect
the artillery fire?
a.
b.
c.
d.

20.

"SPOT"
"CALL FOR FUEL"
"CONTACT"
"SITREP"

An artillery barrage has just fallen near your location.
Which IVIS report should you send to your commander?
a.
b.
c.
d.

19.

"SPOT"
"CFF"
"LOG"
"SITREP"

You are running low on fuel.
What kind of IVIS report
is sent to alert your commander of this problem?
a.
b.
c.
d.

18.

What IVIS report

"CONTACT"
"LOG"
"ADJUST"
"SHELL"

When you send a message on IVIS, the message is transmitted
a.
b.
c.
d.

in
in
in
in

40 seconds
60 seconds
15 seconds
less than a second

TRAINING EVALUATION - KNOWLEDGE TEST

21.

You have scrolled your IVIS map so that your tank icon is no
longer displayed.
What SCRL function should you press
to move the IVIS map so that your tank icon is located in the
center?
a.
b.
c.
d.

22.

What do you do to send the driver a waypoint under the "ROUTE
DESIGNATION" function?
a.
b.
c.
d.

23.

25.

it to him
SEND key
DELETE key
the waypoint you wish

touch the map or type the grid coordinate
touch the map or press the azimuth indicator
lase to the enemy or touch the azimuth indicator
touc,1 the map or lase to the enemy

rhe ADJUST menu lets you adjust mortar fire left/right or
up/down
a.
b.
c.
d.

ft

step out of the simulator and hand
touch the waypoint, then touch the
touch the waypoint, then touch the
darken the circle located next to
to send

What are the two ways you can enter enemy grid coordinates
for a spot report on IVIS?
a.
b.
c.
d.

24.

"LOCK"
"DRAG"
"HOME"
"ZOOM"

in 100 meter increments
100, 200 or 500 meters
in 10 meter increments
in any increments you choose

Which IVIS function would you use to remove all labels or
symbols, except dotted and solid lines, from the IVIS map at
the same time?
a.
b.
c,
d.

"SYMBOLS"
"LABELS"
"SPOTS"
"FEATURES"

TRAINING EVALUATION - KNOWLEDGE TEST

26.

Which IVIS map scale allows you to see approximately a three
by three kilometer (3km x 3km) map?
d.

b.
c.
d.

27.

When the "as of:" section of an IVIS situation report reads
"-15",
the report reflects an activity which
a.
b.
C.
d.

28.

occurred 15 minutes ago
occurred 15 seconds ago
involved destroying 15 vehicles
will occur in 15 minutes

You receive a contact report on IVIS from a commander in your
platoon.
While reading the report, you notice a hollow red
triangle at the edge of your map.
What is this hollow red
triangle doing there?
a.
b.
c.
d.

29.

1: 25,000
1: 50,000
1:125,000
1:250,000

pointing to the reported enemy contact
pointing to the commander who sent the report
pointing to your tank
indicating that another IVIS report is being sent to you

Some of the IVIS report can be prepared using
one of two different IVIS report keys.
Those
reports which can be created with two different IVIS keys
include
a.
b.
c.

d.

calls for fire and logistics reports
calls for fire and spot reports
contact reports and calls for fire
call for fire adjustments and spot reports

TRAINING EVALUATION - KNOWLEDGE TEST

30.

The IVIS "VEL" function allows you to scroll the map various
distances with one touch of the IVIS screen. This map
scrolling rate is determined by
a. the distance between where you touch the IVIS map
and the center of the IVIS map
b. how hard you touch the IVIS map
c. your position in the platoon
d. the number of terrain features portrayed on the IVIS
map

31.

When the IVIS map is being scrolled
a.
b.
c.

d.

32.

The IVIS contact report function lets you enter

a.
b.
c.
d.

33.

you cannot receive an IVIS-based report
from another commander
the IVIS "Own Location and Heading Window" does
not work
a small box will appear on the top right corner
of the IVIS map to show the current location of
the center of the map
you cannot use the FM radio

type of enemy vehicle and location
enemy location and activity
number of enemy vehicles and type
a call for fire

After touching the "Select Map Object" bar in
the IVIS "LABELS" or "SYMBOLS" menu,
IVIS map symbols and labels can be deleted:
a.
b.
c.
d.

one at
symbol
one at
symbol
all at
one at
symbol

a time by first touching the
or label, and then pressing the DELETE key
a time by first touching the
or label, and then pressing the CANCEL key
once by using the "RECOVER SPOTS" function
a time by first touching the
or label, and then pressing the EXIT key

TRAINING EVALUATION - KNOWLEDGE TEST

34.

Roads on the IVIS map are:
a.
b.
c.
d.

35.

The IVIS driver's display shows the driver all but one
of the following
a.
b.
c.
d.

36.

red
black
green
brown

The fully automated CONTACT report, the red star,
automatically appears on your IVIS map whenever
a.
b.
c.
d.

38.

the direction you should steer to reach the next waypoint
your current tank hull heading
your tank's distance from the next waypoint
your current tank grid coordinate

What color must a dotted or solid line symbol be before it
can be deleted?
a.
b.
c.
d.

37.

black
blue
red
purple

your tank's main gun is fired and the round lands
within 3000 meters from your tank
a friendly tank, other than your own, fires a round
which impacts within 3000 from your tank
the company commander is sending you an overlay
enemy vehicles close within 3000 meters of your tank

When you touch the map to ADJUST indirect fire, you touch
the map at
a.
b.
c.
d.

the location of the target
the location where the rounds are sensed
the company commander's tank
your own tank

TRAINING EVALUATIoN - KNOWLEDGE TEST

39.

You receive a SPL.: REPORT from your wingrar.. tan. To save the
report on ycAlr IVIS map display you Mcu71 relay the report
to
a.
b.
C.
d.

40.

higher
grid
lower
the Defense Mapping Agency

You receive a contact report from another unit. The location
of the reported enemy contact is off your IVIS map.
Which
IVIS key should you touch to center the IVIS map at the
reported enemy location?
a.
b.
C.

"SHOW"
"HOME"
"ACT"
`Y7ANCEL"

fl/IS Performance Test and Rating Scale

IVIS EXPERIMENT
TRAINING EVALUATION - PERFORMANCE TEST
Instructions

You will now complete a performance test as part of the IVIS
training evaluation.
This performance test consists of 28 items
requiring you to perform specific tasks on IVIS.
We want to
evaluate how effective our one-and-a-half day IVIS training program
is.
Your performance on each task will be rated on a seven-point
scale ranging from NOT PROFICIENT (I) to EXPERT (7).
To try to
minimize the error in these ratings, both you and I will seperately
rate your performance of each IVIS task.

It is very important that we discuss this rating scale, so that our
ratings can be as accurate as possible. There are several factors
of your IVIS task performance which should be considered for each
rating. These factors include:

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

the ease with which you use the touch screen
the speed with which you complete each task
the number of errors committed in completing each task
the smoothness by which you complete the task
the amount of Attention which you must direct to
complete the task
the amount of prompting you must receive to
complete the task
your understanding of the task
whether you can complete the task
the number and length of your hesitations between task steps

REVIEW THE RATING SCALE CAREFULLY

Before we begin this IVIS performance test, there are three points
about this test you should keep in mind. First, the task you will
complete are often hypothetical. For example, you will not see any
enemy vehicles through your tank's vision blocks or sights.
You
cannot lase to any targets. Instead, for example, if I ask you to
prepare a contact or spot report, you simply touch the map at any
location to indicate where the target is.

TRAINING EVALUATION - PERFORMANCE TEST

Second, only complete tasks which we ask you to do.
For example,
Do
if I ask you to receive a report, simply receive the report.
not EXIT or remove the report from the IVIS screen when you're
done.
Hence,
Some questions are based on previous questions.
after receiving a report, you may be asked to relay a report to
lower commanders.
Third, for any IVIS reports I ask you to prepare, only complete the
portions of the report required by the task.
For example, unless
I specificaly ask you to indicate your front line trace (FLOT), do
not enter a FLOT in an IVIS situation report (SITREP).
Please remember that the results of this test are being used to
evaluate the training you received.
We want to know how you can
use IVIS following our training program.
Do you have any questions?

IVIS EXPERIMENT
DEFINITION OF SCALE VALUES:
IVIS TASK PROFICILNCY

- EXPERT
- This commander will perform the task ptrfectly. He will
commit no errors during the trial. The commander's performance
will appear nearly automatic, with no hesitations.
The commander will complete all required steps, in sequence.
in optimal time. The commander needs no additional training.
The commander has an exceptional understandino of the task
and could serve as an instructor.

6 - VERY HIGH
- This commander will perform the task with very minor, if any,
errors -- corrected immediately. The commander's performance
will appear rapid and smooth, but not completely automatic,
with minimal hesitations in performing the task. The commander
needs only a little reorienring, practice. The commander
understands and explains the task very well.

5 - HIGH
- This commander will perform the task with one Cr two miner errors,
always corrected. but not immediately. The crmaande.'s performance
is rabid and smooth, but requires high attent, and
The commander needs some additic,.,
some short hesitations.
training, practice, but understands and describes the task ,

4

MODERATE
- This commander will perform the task with at least so.most corrected, but not without long hesitations and s..L.me :.c.archi 3.
The commander will perform the task in less than optimal t6ne,
and will be required to devote high attention to the task.
The conmander needs some additional formal training. The soldier can
describe the task adequately, but has trouble actually doing the task.

-----3 - LOW
- This commander will perform the task with many errors, some caught,
with 3orme lengthy hesitations or interruptions in attention.
The task will be performed at a slow speed. The commander needs
considerable retraining. The commander understands,
but cannot complete the task without problems in sequencing.

- VERY LOW
- This commander

will perform the task with mday_errors,
most not caught with many hesitations, inappropriate task
sequencing and at a very slow speed. The commander needs
extensive retraining. The commander is uncertain about
task and needs help or prompting. The commander will cot
the task with great difficulty and with some prompting.

1

NOT PROFICIENT
- This commander is unable

to complete the task correctly.
The commander has major gaps, completes several steps out of sequence,
and must repeat or restart several times. The soldier is
extremely slow, and may not complete the task. The commander necds
to be completely retrained -- no training is evident.
The commander is confused, lacks understanding,
and does not use help or proMpting appropriate'.

IVIS
TRAINING

TASK PROFICIENCY:

1.

7
expert

EXPERIMENT

EVALUATION

6
very high

5
high

—

PERFORMANCE

4
moderate

TEST

3
low

2
very tow

1
not proficient

Point to the IVIS "Own Location and Heading Window."
Read and explain the information that is presented in it.

Show location.
Explain that "degs" is the direction in degrees of the hull.
Explain that the grid is the actual location of the tank at that time.

2.

Your driver

has

Prepare

serici

and

3.

a

identified

what

b.

where - touch map

2.

Touch ENTER

3.

Touch SEND

"tank"

You have lust identified
Prepare and send an IVIS

CON
1.

2.

REP

Touch CON
a.

— or —
Touch CON
a.

what - "tank"

b.

where - touch map

a tank.

IVIS contact reporL.

-or--

CON
1.

just

1 tank
contdct

1.

Touch REP

7

Touch CONTACT
a.

what • "tank"

b.

where - toch map

3.

Touct ENTER

4.

Touch SENO

and

1 PC.

report.

REP
1.

Touch REP

2.

Touch CONTACT

Touch ENTER

a.

what - "tank"

b.

where - touch map

3.

Touch SEND

3.

4.

Touch CON

4.

Touch SEND

a.

what

5.

Touch REP

b.

where - touch map

6.

!ouch ENTER

Tou:h CONTACT

5.

Touch ENTER

a.

what - "DC"

6.

Touch SEND

b.

where - touch map

7.

Touch ENTER

8.

Touch SEND

IVIS EXPERIMENT
TRAINING EVALUATION - PERFORMANCE TEST

7

6

expert

very high

TASK PROFICIENCY:

4.

1.

low

-or-

2
very low

1
not prof ,ciert

REP

Touch CFF

1.

Touch REP

a.

2.

Touch CFF

what - "tank"

b.

where - touch map

a.

what - "tank"

c.

check "suppress"

b.

where - touch map

3.

rouch ENTER

4.

Touch SEND

c

check "suppress"

3.

Touch ENTER

4.

Touch SEND

You misjudged the location of the T72.
Prepare and send an adjust fire report so that the
the artillery fire is redirected 100 meters right and
200 meters up.

-or-

CFF

6.

3

4
moderate

You have just identified a column of T72s.
Prepare and send an IVIS call for fire on the T72s.

CFF

5.

5
high

REP

1.

Touch CIF

1.

Touch REP

2.

check "adjust"

2.

Touch ADJUST

3.

Add/Drop Left/Right

5.

Touch SEND

3.

Touch ENTER

4.

Touch SEND

5.

Add/Drop Left/Right

6.

Touch ENTER

7.

Touch SEND

4. Touch ENTER

Adjust the IVIS map so that only contour lines and roads
appear on the map.

MAP
1.

Touch EXIT

2.

Touch MAP

3.

Touch "Features"

4.

Touch OK
a.

touch "grid only"

b.

touch "vegetation"

IVIS EXPERIMENT
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7

6

expert

very high

TASK PROFICIFNLi -

5
high

4
moderate

3
Low

1

2
very tow

not proficient

You just destroyed 14 T72s which were in a defensive
position .
Prepare and send an IVIS spot report.
REP
1.

Touch EXIT

2.

Touch REP

3.

8.

Touch SPOT
a.

* - "14"

b.

what - "tank"

c.

where - touch map

4,

Touch NEXT

5.

EN ACT - "defing"

6.

Touch NEXT

7.

Touch ENTER

8.

Touch SEND

Activate the Line of Sight (LOS) around your vehicle
and explain the results.

NAP
1.

Touch MAP

2.

Touch LOS

3.

Touch OK

4.

Explain:

Red lines indicate terrain that is visible from your location.
Blue lines indicate terrain that is not visible from your location.

9.

Remove the line of sight lines from the IVIS map display.
NAP
1.

Touch NOME

IVIS EXPERIMENT
TRAINING EVALUATION - PERFORMANCE TEST

7

6

expert

very high

TASK PROFICIENCY:

10.

5
high

4
moderate

3
low

2
very low

You just observed five artillery bombs falling at your
location.
Prepare and send the correct IVIS report to your
commander to inform him of this situation.

REP
1.
2.

Touch REP
Touch SHELL
n5w
#

a.

11.

b.

type - "arty"

C.

where - touch map on own tan'K

3.

Touch ENTER

4.

Touch SEND

Place a Starting Point (SP) symbol on the IVIS
map display.

MAP

12.

3.
not proficient

1,

Touch EXIT

2.

Touch NAP

3.

Touch SYMBOLS

4.

Touch SP

5.

Touch map

Label the SP symbol with the keywork "SABER".

MAP
1.

Touch EXIT

2.

Touch MAP

3.

Touch LABELS

4.

Touch OK

5.

Touch SABER

6.

Touch map near SP symbol

TRAINING EVALUATION - PERFORMANCE TEST

7

6

expert

very high

TASK PROFICIENCY:

13.

5
high

4
moderate

3
Low

2
very Low

1
not proficient

Remove both the SP symbol and the label "SABER" at the
same time.

MAP

14.

1.

Touch EXiT

2.

Touch SPOTS

3.

Touch REMOVE SPOTS

Place a triangle, made of dotteit. lines, on your IVIS
map.

MAP

15.

1.

Touch EXIT

2.

Touch SYMBOLS

3.

Touch

4.

Touch map X 4 to make triangle

Recover the SP symbol and the label "SABER" that you
deleted earlier.

MAP

16.

1.

Touch EXIT

2.

Touch SPOTS

3,

Touch RECOVER SPOTS

Delete only the trian4le
lines.

MAP
1.

Touch EXIT

2.

Touch SYMBOLS

3.

Touch SELECT MAP OBJECT bar

4.

Touch triangle (turns red)

5.

Touch DEL

you created with dotted

TRAINING EVALUATION - PERFORMANCE TEST

7

6

expert

very high

TASK PROFICIENCY:

17.

5
high

4
moderate

3
(ow

2
very low

1
not proficient

You are completely out of heat ammunition but have
all of your other ammunition completely stocked.
Prepare and send an IVIS report telling your
commander sp3cifically that you have no HEAT,
but have all other ammo completely stocked.

PEP

18.

1.

Touch EXIT

2.

Touch REP

3.

Touch LOG

4.

Touch ANNO

S.

Touch "black" for heat ammunition

6.

Touch "green" for APOS,etc

7.

Touch ENTER

8.

Touch SEND

Adjust the map scale so that it shows the largest area
possible (the smallest grid squares).

MAP
1.

Touch EXIT

2.

Touch NAP

3.

Touch ZOOM

4.

Touch 1:125,000

TRAINING EVALUATION - PERFORMANCE TEST

7

6

expert

very high

TASK PROFICIENCY:

19.

5
high

4
moderate

2
very tow

Approximately 15 minutes ago you were engaged in heavy
enemy activity (a ground attack) and lost all oi the
members of your crew.
Prepare a report telling your commander of this.

REP
1.

Touch EXIT

2.

Touch REP

3.

20.

3
low

Touch SITREP
a.

EN ACT - "heavy"

b.

type - "defend"

4.

Touch NEXT

5.

Touch "pers" under crit short

6.

Touch NEXT

7.

Touch -15

8.

Touch ENTER

9.

Touch SEND

Create a three waypoint route.

MV
1.

Touch EXIT

2.

Touch MV

3.

Touch OK

4.

Touch box for wpi

5.

Touch map

6.

Touch box for wp2

7.

Touch map

8.

Touch box for wp3

9.

Touch map
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7

6

expert

very high

TASK PROFICIENCY:

21.

5
high

4
moderate

3
low

2
very low

1
not proficient

Relay waypoint
from the route you entered on IVIS to
the driver's "Steer-to" display.
MON

22.

1.

Touch EXIT

2.

Touch NAV

3.

Touch OK

4.

louch circle next to wp3

You have just observed 3 artillery shells falling at your
location.
Prepare and send the correct IVIS report to
your commander to tell him of this situation.

REP
1.

Touch EXIT

2.

Touch REP

3.

Touch SHELL
a.

* - "3"

b.

type - "ARTY'

c.

where - touch near present tocat)on of tank

4.

Touch ENTER

5.

Touch SEND
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7

6

expert

very high

TASK PROFICIENCY:

23.

5
high

4
moderate

3
low

2
very tow

1
not proficient

Scroll and lock the IVIS map so that you can see
ES950847.

SLVI.

1.

24.

Touch EXIT

2.

Touch SCRL and hold down

3.

Slide cursor to DRAG or VEL

4.

Scroll map to see ES950847

5.

Touch SCRL

6.

Slide finger to LOCK

Move the IVIS map as quickly as possible so that your
tank is back in the center.

SCRL

25.

1.

Touch SCRL and hold down

2.

Slide cursor t

NOME

Receive one of your fellow tanker's CONTACT messages.

RECEIVE
1.
2.

_26.

Touch RECEIVE
h a contact report

Send this report to both your IVIS map and to your
commander.
RECEIVE/ACTION
1.

iouch ACT

2.

Touch GRID

3.

Touch NIGHER

;
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7

6

expert

very high

TASK PROFICIENCY:

5
high

4
moderate

3
tow

2
very tow

1
not proficient

27. Set up your IVIS display so that you can receive
a mission overlay from the company commander.
MAP
1.

Touch NAP

2.

Touch OVERLAY ON

28. Receive an IVIS contact report and center your map
at the reported enemy location.
RECEIVE
1.

Touch EXIT

2.

Touch RECEIVE

3.

Touch a contact report

4.

Touch SHOW

IVIS EXPERIMENT
TRAINING EVALUATION - KNOWLEDGE TEST

Instructions

This test contains multiple choice questions designed to assess
your knowledge of the SIMNET system. This test contains 16 items
about the SIMNET system.
Please read each question carefully and
then darken the block on the answer sheet which indicates the
letter of the correct answer.
If you change your answer, please
carefully erase your earlier response.
Take your time taking this
test and please, when you have finished all of the test questions
on each test, take a moment to review your answers to ensure you
made no errors using the answer sheet. A research assistant will
also review your answer sheet for any obvious errors after you
complete each test.
Remember, the purpose of this test is to evaluate the IVIS training
program and not you.
If you cannot answer a question, you may
leave it blank.
Take your time and try to do the best you can.
If you should have questions while you're completing this test,
please feel free to ask for help.
Be sure to include your name,
date, and your duty position for this experiment on the answer
sheet.
And, please do not mark in the test booklet.

IVIS EXPERIMENT
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SIMNET Questions
1.

The SIMNET Grid Azimuth Indicator
a.
b.
c.
d.

can be used anytime during a SIMNET exercise,
whether your tank is moving or stationary
can only be used when your tank is moving
can only be used when your tank i7 stationary
can only be used when your tank is on a road

The SIMNET commander's cupola
a.
b.
c.
U.

3.

The SIMNET
displays
a.
b.
c.
d.

4.

gun tube
, travelling
K I S gun tube in
compass

1, 7imuth Indicator display

grid location
hull heading in degrees
gun tube heading in mils
hull heading in mils

The SIMNE
a.
b.
c.
d.

et Gun-to—Hull Reference Indicator

your
amm,
the posItion of
in relation to
the direction y
the position of 1
relation to nertl,

The SIMNET

a.
b.
c.
d.

5.

can be traversed in a complete circle or 360 degrees
is stationary and cannot be traversed
can only be traversed 150 degrees right and
150 degrees left from tl? center
only be traversed 90 degrees right and
•eorc, s left from the center

M1 fires only

SABOT rounds
SABOT and HEAT rounds
HEAT rounds
SABOT, HEAT and COAX rounds

you tank's

TRAINI1Ki EVALUATION - KNOWLEDGE TEST

6.

If all of your SIMNET tank's vision blocks are completely
black, your tank is
a.
b.
c.
d.

7.

The SIMNET Grid Azimuth Indicator gives you a reading in
a.
b.
c.
d.

8.

3,500
2,000
1,000
5,000

met.
meters
meters
meters

from
from
from
from

your cpcation
your location
your location
your location

The simirT commander's cupola has
a.
b.
c.
d.

11.

drive your tank up vertleFi (90 degree) cliffs
drive your tank on top of water
use the gunner's thermal imaging system (TIS)
lase to enemy targets

In SP,4NET, you can never see farther than
a.
b.
c.
d.

10.

miles
mils
degrees
kilometers

In SIMNET, you can
a.
n.
c.
d.

9.

in need of washing
in a thunderstorm
driving at night
destroyed or damaged

a blind spot of 300 degrees
a blind spot of 60 degrees
no blind spot
a blind spot of 180 degrees

Readings from the SIMNET Grid Azimuth indicator will
appear on the
a.
b.
c.
d.

Gunner's Auxiliary Sight (GAS) picture
Gunner's. Primary Sight Extension (GPSE) picture
Commander's vision blocks
TC's Master Control Panel

TRAINING EVALUATION - KNOWLEDGE TEST

12.

How long does it take you to redistribute a single SABOT round
from the SIMNET ammo storage compartment to the
loader's ready rack?
a.
b.
c.
d.

13.

b.
c.
d.

you maximum viewing distance is greater in SIMNET
than in the real world
the sun, shadows, and moon are shown in SIMNET
there are more vision blocks in the SIMNET
commander's cupola than in the real M1 cupola
the SIMNET M1 tank has an odometer

To start the SIMNET M1 tank, you need to
a.
b.
c.
d.

16.

green
black
brown
red

Which of the following statements is true?
a.

15.

seconds
seconds
seconds
minutes

Enemy vehicles in SIMNET are
a.
b.
c.
d.

14.

three
eight
forty
three

turn on the turret power, then turn on the vehicle
master power, then press the "Start" button
turn on the vehicle master power, press the "Start"
button, then turn on the turret power
put your key in the ignition, then, while pumping the
accelerator, turn the key to the right
have your crew push the tank until the engine
revs up

In SIMNET, you will get stuck if you cross
a.
b.
c.
d.

light blue water
dark blue water
the road without first looking both ways for any
oncoming traffic
any water, light or dark blue

IVIS QUESTIONNAIRE
Helpfulness
How helpful was this function to effectively
performing combat missions on SIMNET?
HELPFUL
Extremely
Helpfui

UNHELPFUL
Quite
Helpful

Slightly
Helpful

2

3

Neutral

4

Slightly
Unhelpful

5

Quite
Unhelpful

6

1.

CON (Contact)?

2.

Automated Contact Report (main gr,-: - red star)?

3.

CFF (Call For Fire)?

4.

MAP "FEATURES"?

5.

MAP "LOS" (Line of Sight)?

6.

MAP "OVERLAY" (Ability to Receive Overlays

7.

MAP "SPOTS"?

8.

MAP "SYMBOLS"?

9

MAP "LABELS"?

10. MAP "ZOOM"?

11.

REP (Reports) "CONTACT"?

12.

REP (Reports) "Call For Fire (CFF)"?

13.

REP (Reports) "SPOT"?

14.

REP (Reports) "SITREP"?

Extremely
Unhelpful

7

r;.•
•

IVIS QUESTIONNAIRE
Helpfulness
How helpful was this funion to effectively
performing combat missions on SIMNET?
HELPFUL

UNHELPFUL

Extremely
Helpful

Quite
Helpful

Slightly
Helpful

1

2

3

Neutral

4

15.

REP (Reports) "SHELL"?

16.

REP (Reports) "La"?

17.

REP (Reports) "ADJUST"?

18.

NAV "ROUTE DESIGNATION"?

19.

SCRL "HOME"?

20.

SCRL "VEL"?

21.

SCRL "DRAG"?

22.

SCRL "LOCK"?

23.

RECEIVE (Receiving Reports)?

24.

RECEIVE "SHOW"?

25.

RECEIVE "ACT"?

26.

SEND (Sending Reports)?

Slightly
Unhelpful

5

Quite
Unhelpful

6

Extremely

unheipfu;
7
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Appendix F
Training Reactions Questionnaire

NAME
DATE
DUTY POSITION DURING THIS EXPERIMENT:

IVIS EXPERIMENT
TRAINING EVALUATION - REACTIONS QUESTIONNAIRE

Instructions

Now that you have completed the S1MNET/IVIS training program, as
well as the SIMNET & IVIS knowledge tests and the IVIS performance
test, we would like to get your personal opinions or reactions to
the training.
Please take your time and carefully complete this
questionnaire.
If you have any questions about specific items on
this questionnaire, please feel free to ask them.
Your honest,
frank opinions are very important to us. Your reactions will help
us to make any improvements to the current SIMNET/IVIS training
program for future use. Please be assured that your opinions will
be strictly confidential.

TRAINING EVALUATION - REACTIONS QUESTIONNAIRE

PART I
Please indicate the training effectiveness of each of the four
major training
activities:
(1) the
classroom
lecture and
discussion, (2) the structure IVIS practice with the research
assistant, (3) the practice crew tactical exercise with IVIS, and
(4) the practice platoon tactical mission with IVIS.
A training
activity is considered effective if you believe that you learned
a lot about using IVIS during that activity.
A training activity
is not effective if you feel you did not learn much about IVIS
during that activity.

Training Effectiveness
How effective was each of the four major training
activities, individually and overall,
in teaching you how to use each IVIS function?
EFFECTIVE
Extrefloely
Effective

1.

1.

2

3

Neutral

4

Slightly
Ineffective

5

Quite
Ineffective

Extremely
Ineffective

6

classroom lecture and discussion?
SIMNET/IVIS practice with research assistant?
practice crew tactical exercise with IVIS?
practice platoon tactical mission with IVIS?
overall training program?

Automated Contact Report (main gun - red star)?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

3

Slightly
Effective

CON (Contact)?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

2.

INEFFECTIVE

Quite
Effective

classroom lecture and discussion?
—
SIMNET/IVIS practice with research assistant?
practice crew tactical exercise with IVIS?
practice platoon tactical mission with IVIS?
overall training program?

CFF (Call For Fire)?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

classroom lecture and discussion?
SIMNET/IVIS practice with research assistant?
practice crew tactical exercise with IVIS?
practice platoon tactical mission with IVIS?
overall training program?
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Training Effectiveness
How effective was each of the four major training
activities in teaching you how to use each IVIS function?
EFFECTIVE
Extremely
Effective

1

4.

2

Slightly
Effective

Neutral

3

4

Slightly
Ineffective
c

Quite
Ineffective

Extremety
Ineffective

6

MAP "FEATURES"?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

5

INEFFECTIVE
Quite
Effective

classroom lecture and discussion?
SIMNET/IVIS practice with research assistant?
practice crew tactical exercise with IVIS?
practice platoon tactical mission with IVIS?
overall training program?

MAP "LOS" (Line of Sight)?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

classroom lecture and discussion?
SIMNET/IVIS practice with research assistant?
practice crew tactical exercise with IVIS?
practice platoon tactical mission with IVIS?
overall training program?

MAP "OVERLAY" (Ability to Receive Overlays)?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

classroom lecture and discussion?
_
SIMNET/IVIS practice with research assistant?
practice crew tactical exercise with IVIS?
practice platoon tactical mission with IVIS?
overall training program?

MAP "SPOTS"?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

classroom lecture and discussion?
SIMNET/IVIS practice with research assistant?
practice crew tactical exercise with IVIS?
practice platoon tactical mission with IVIS?
overall training program?
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Training Effectiveness
How effective was each of the four major training
activities in teaching you how to use each IVIS function?
INEFFECTIVE

EFFECTIVE
Extremely
Effective

I

8.

2

4

Slightly
Ineffective

Quite
Ineffective

Extremely
Ineffective

6

classroom lecture and discussion?
SIMNET/IVIS practice with research assistant?
practice crew tactical exercise with IVIS?
practice platoon tactical mission with IVIS?
overall training program?

classroom lecture and discussion?
SIMNET/IVIS practice with research assistant?
practice crew tactical exercise with IVIS?
practice platoon tactical mission with IVIS?
overall training program?

MAP "ZOOM"?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

11.

3

Neutral

MAP "LABELS"?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

10.

Slightly
Effective

MAP "SYMBOLS"?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

9.

Quite
Effective

classroom lecture and discussion?
SIMNET/IVIS practice with research assistant?
practice crew tactical exerciszl with IVIS?
practice platoon tactical mission with IVIS?
overall training program?

REP (Reports) "CONTACT"'
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

classroom lecture and discussion?
SIMNET/IVIS practice with research assistant?
practice crew tactical exercise with IVIS?
practice platoon tactical mission with IVIS?
overall training program?
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Training Effectiveness
How effective was each of the four major training
activities in teaching you how to use each IVIS function?
EFFECTIVE
Extremely
Effective

1

12.

2

4

Slightly
Ineffective

5

Quite
Ineffective

Extremet
;r0fectivc

6

classroom lecture and discussion?
SIMNET/IVIS practice with research assistant?
practice crew tactical exercise with IVIS?
practice platoon tactical mission with IVIS?
overall training program?

classroom lecture and discussion?
SIMNET/IVIS practice with research assistant?
practice crew tactical exercise with IVIS?
practice platoon tactical mission with IVIS?
overall training program?

REP (Reports) "SITREP"?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

15.

3

Neutral

REP (Reports) "SPOT"?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

14.

Slightly
Effective

REP (Reports) "Call For Fire (CFF)"?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

13

INEFFECTIVE
Quite
Effective

classroom lecture and discussion?
SIMNET/IVIS practice with research assistant?
practice crew tactical exercise with IVIS?
practice platoon tactical mission with IVIS?
overall training program?

REP (Reports) "SHELL"?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

classroom lecture and discussion?
SIMNET/IVIS practice with research assistant?
practice crew tactical exercise with IVIS?
practice platoon tactical mission with IVIS?
overall training program?
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Training Effectiveness
How effective was each of the four major training
activities in teaching you how to use each IVIS functi. n?
INEFFECTIVE

EFFECTIVE
Extremely
Effective

1

16.

2

4

Slightly
Ineffective

5

Quite
Ineffective

Extremely
Ineffective

6

classroom lecture and discussion?
SIMNET/IVIS practice with research assistant?
practice crew tactical exercise with IVIS?
practice platoon tactical mission with IVIS?
overall training program?

classroom lecture and discussion?
SIMNET/IVIS practice with research assistant?
practice crew tactical exercise with IVIS?
practice platoon tactical mission with IVIS?
overall training program?

NAV "ROUTE DESIGNATION"?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

19.

3

Neutrdl

REP (Reports) "ADJUST"?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

18.

Slightly'
Effective

REP (Reports) "LOG"?
a.
b.
c.
d.
P.

17.

Quite
Effective

classroom lecture and discussion?
SIMNET/IVIS practice with research assistant?
practice crew tactical exercise with IVIS?
practice platoon tactical mission with IVIS?
overall training program?

SCRL "HOME"?

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

classroom lecture and discussion?
SIMNET/IVIS practice with research assistant?
practice crew tactical exercise with IVIS?
practice platoon tactical mission with IVIS?
overall training program?
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Training Effectiveness
How effective was each of the four major training
activities in teaching you how to use each IVIS function?
EFFECTIVE
Extremely
Effective

1

20.

2

Slightly
Ineffective

4

5

Quite
Ineffective

Extremely
Ineffective

6

classroom lecture and discussion?
SIMNET/IVIS practice with research assistant?
practice crew tactical exercise with IVIS?
practice platoon tactical mission with IVIS?
overall training program?

classroom lecture and discussion?
SIMNET/IV1S practice with research assistant?
practice crew tactical exercise with IVIS?
practice platoon tactical mission with IVIS?
overall training program?

SCRI "LOCK"
,
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

23.

,
,

Neutral

SCRL "DRAG"?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

22.

Stightly
Effective

SCRL "VEL"?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

21.

INEFFECTIVE
Quite
Effective

'.:lassroom lecture and discussion?
SIMNET/IVIS practice with research assistant?
practice crew tactical exercise with IVIS?
practice platoon tactical mission with IVIS?
overall traini:ig program?

RECEICE (Receiving Reports)?
a.
b.
C.
d.
e.

classroom lecture and discussion?
SIMNET/IVIS pr,Ictice with research assistant?
practice crew tactical exercise with IVIS?
practice platoon tactical mission with IVIS?
overall training program?
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Training Effectiveness
How effective was each of the four major training
activities in teaching you how to use each IVIS function?
INEFFECTIVE

EFFECTIVE
Extremely
Effective

2

1

24.

3

Neutral

Slightly
Ineffective

4

5

Quite
Ineffective

Extremely
Ineffective

6

classroom lecture and discussion?
SIMNET/IVIS practice with research assistant?
practice crew tactical exercise with IVIS?
practice platoon tactical mission with IVIS?
overall training program?

RECEIVE "ACT" (Relaying Reports)?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

26.

Slightly
Effective

RECEIVE "SHOW"?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

25.

Quite
Effective

classroom lecture and discussion?
—
—
SIMNET/IVIS practice with research assistant?
practice crew tactical exercise wl-th IVIS?
practice platoon tactical mission with IVIS?
overall training program?

SEND (Sending Reports)?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

classroom lecture and discussion? -SIMNET/IVIS practice with research assistant?
practice crew tactical exercise with IVIS?
practice platoon tactical mission with IVIS?
overall training program?
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PART II

Please indicate whether we need to devote more
training commanders to use each IVIS function?

or

less

time

Training Time Needed
Based on your experiences with our SIMNET/IVIS training
program, how much training time should be devoted
to each training activity for each IVIS function?
LESS

MOREExtremely
More

1

I.

2

Slightly
More

No Change

3

4

Slightly
Less

5

Quite
Less

6

CON (Contact)?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

2.

Quite
More

classroom lecture and discussion?
SIMNET/IVIS practice with research assistant?
practice crew tactical exercise with IVIS?
practice platoon tactical mission with IVIS?
overall training program?

Automated Contact Report (main gun - red star)?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

classroom lecture and discussion?
SIMNET/IVIS practice with research assistant?
practice crew tactical exercise with IVIS?
practice platoon tactical mission with IVIS?
overall training program?

CFF (Call For Fire)?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

classroom lecture and discussion?
SIMNET/IVIS practice with research assistant?
practice crew tactical exercise with IVIS?
practice platoon tactical mission with IVIS?
overall training program?

Extremely
Less
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Training Time Needed
-ased on your experiences during our SIMNET/IVIS training
program, how much training time should be devoted in future programs,
by ativity, to training commanders to use each IVIS function?
SORE
Extremely
More

1
4.

2

3

4

Slightly
Less
c

Quite
Less

6

classroom lecture and discussion?
SIMNET/IVIS practice with research assistant?
practice crew tactical exercise with IVIS?
practice platoon tactical mission with IVIS?
overall training program?

classroom lecture and discussion?
SIMNET/IVIS practice with research assistant?
practice crew tactical exercise with IVIS?
practice platoon tactical mission with IVIS?
overall training program?
_

MAP "OVERLAY" (Ability to Receive Overlays)?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

7.

Nu Change

MAP "LOS" (Line of Sight)?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

6.

Slightly
More

MAP "FEATURES"?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

5.

LESS
Quite
More

classroom lecture and discussion?
SIMNET/IVIS practice with research assistant?
practice crew tactical exercise with IVIS?
practice platoon tactical mission with IVIS?
overall training program?

MAP "SPOTS"?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

classroom lecture and discussion?
SIMNET/IVIS practice with research assistant?
practice crew tactical exercise with IVIS? _
practice platoon tactical mission with IVIS?
overall training program?

Extremely
Less
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Training Time Needed
Based on your exeperiences during our SIMNET/IVIS training
program, how much training time should be devoted in future programs,
LESS

MORE
Extremely
More

1

8.

4

5

6

classroom lecture and discussion?
SIMNET/IVIS practice with research assistant?
practice crew tactical exercise with IVIS?
practice platoon tactical mission with IVIS?
overall training program?

and discussion?
classroom lectur
SIMNET/IVIS prac Lce with research assistant?
practice crew tacical exercise with IVIS?
practice platoon tactical mission with IVIS?
overall training program?

MAP "ZOOM"?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

11.

3

Quite
Less

MAP "LABELS"?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

10.

2

Slightly
Less

MAP "SYMBOLS"?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

9.

No Change

More

Slightly
More

Quite

classroom lecture and discussion:
SIMNET/IVIS practice with research assistant?
practice crew tactical exercise with 1VIS?
practice platoon tactical mission with IVIS?
overall training program?

REP (Reports) "CONTACT":
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

classroom lectur.? :Ind discussion?
SIMNET/IVIS practice with reseanA, asz:L;tant?
practice crew tactical exercisr with IVIS?
practice platoon tactical mission with IVIS?
overall training program?

Extremely
Less
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Training Time Needed
Based on your experiences with our SIMNET/IVIS training
program, how much training time should be devoted in future programs,
by activity, to training commanders to use each IVIS function?
MORE

LESS

Extremely
More

2

1

12.

c.
d.
e.

1

4

Slightly
Less

5

Quite
Less

6

classroom lecture and discussion?
SIMNET/IVIS practice with research assistant?
practice crew tactical exercise with IVIS?
practice platoon tactical mission with IVIS?
overall training program?

classroom lecture and discussion?
SlMNET/IVIS practice with research assistant?
practice crew tactical exercie with IVIS?
practice platoon tactical missioii wth IVIS?
cverall trainiA
program?

REP (Reports) "51TRE.''
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

15.

No Change

REP (Reports) "SPOT"?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

14.

Slightly
More

REP (Reports) "Call For Fire (CFF"?
a.

13

Quite
More

classroom lecture and discussion?
SIMNET/IVIS practice with research assistant?
practice crew tactical exercise with IVIS?
practice platoon tactical mission with IVIS?
overall training program?

REP (Repoi-ts) "SHEIA."?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

classroom lecture and discussion?
SIMNET/IVIS practice with research assistant?
practice crew tactical exercise with IVIS?
practice platoon tactical mission with IVIS?
overall training program?

Extremely
Less
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Training Time Needed
Based on your experiences with our SIMNET/IVIS training
program, how much training time should be devoted in future programs,
by activity, to training commanders to use each IVIS function?
MORE

LESS

Extremely
More

1

16.

2

3

4

Slightly
Lest.
r
J

Quite
Less

6

classroom lecture and discussion?
SIMNET/IVIS practice with research assistant?
practice crew tactical exercise with IVIS?
practice platoon tactical mission with IVIS?
overall training program?

classroom lecture and discussion?
SIMNET/IVIS practice with research assistant?
practice crew tactical exercise with IVIS?
practice platoon tactical mission with IVIS?
overall training program?

NAV "ROUTE DESIGNATION"?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

19.

No Change

REP (Reports) "ADJUST"?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

18.

Slightly
More

REP (Reports) "LOG"?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

17.

Quite
More

classroom lecture and discussion?
SIMNET/IVIS practice with research assistant?
practice crew tactical exercise with IVIS?
practice platoon tactical mission with IVIS?
overall training program?
_

SCRL "HOME"?

a.
b.
e-.
d.
e.

classroom lecture and discussion?
SIMNET/IVIS practice with research assistant?
practice crew tactical exercise with IVIS?
practice platoon tactical mission with IVIS?
overall training program?

Extomely
Less
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Training Time Needed
Based on your experiences with our SIMNET/IVIS training
program, how much training time should be devoted in future programs,
by activity, to training commanders to use each IVIS function?
MORE
Extremely
More

1
20.

2

4

5

Quite
Less
6

classroon lecture and discussion?
SIMNET/IVIS practice with research assistant?
practice crew tactical exercise with IVIS?
practice platoon tactical mission with IVIS?
overall 4 raining program?

classroom lecture and discussion?
SIMNET/IVIS practice with research assistanc?
practice crew tactical exercise with IVIS?
practice platoon tactical mission with IVIS?
overall training program?

SCRL "LOCK"?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

23.

3

Slightly
Less

SCRL "DRAG"?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

22.

Slightly
More

SCRL "VEL"?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

21.

LESS
Quite
More

classroom lecture and discussion?
SIMNET/IVIS practice with research assistant?
practice crew tactical exercise with IVIS?
practice platoon tactical mission with IVIS?
overall training program?

RECEICE (Receiving Reports)?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

classroom lecture and discussion?
SIMNET/IVIS practice with research assistant?
practice crew tactical exercise with IVIS?
practice platoon tactical mission with IVIS?
overall training program?

Extremely
Less
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Training Time Needed
Based on your experiences with our SIMNET/IVIS training
program, how much training time should be devoted in future programs,
by activity, to training commanders to use each IVIS function?
LESS

MORE
Extremely
More

1
24.

2

No Change

3

4

Slightly
Less

5

Quite
Less

6

classroom lecture and discussion?
SIMNET/IVIS practice with research assistant?
practice crew tactical exercise with IVIS?
practice platoon tactical mission with IVIS?
overall training program?

RECEIVE "ACT" (Relaying Reports)?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

26.

Slightly
More

RECEIVE "SHOW"?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

25.

Quite
More

classroom lecture and discussion?
SIMNET/IVIS practice with research assistan
practice crew tactical exercise with IVIS?
practice platoon tactical mission with IVIS'
overall training program?

SEND (Sending Reports)?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

classroom lecture and discussion?
SIMNET/IVIS practice with research assistant?
practice crew tactical exercise with IVIS?
practice platoon tactical mission with IVIS?
overall training program?

Extremely
Less

7
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PART III

We would like to get your expert opinion on issues specific to the
Intervehicular Information System (IVIS) training program. Please
indicate your agreement/disagreement with each of the items below
using the five-point rating scale provided below.

1
Strongly
Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neither Agree
Nor Disagree

4
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree

Write the number of your rating in the space provided after each
item.
Your ratings are very important in helping us to evaluate
the effectiveness of the IVIS training program.
Remember, your ratings are strictly confidential.

1
Strongly
Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neither Agree
Nor Disagree

4
Agree

1.

The classroom instructor seemed
to know a lot about IVIS.

2.

The classroom instructor did not adequate
explain how to use the IVIS functions.

3.

The training I received in the simulator
by the research assistant was not well organized.

4.

The research assistant
seemed to know a lot about IVIS.

5.

I didn't use some IVIS functions
because I didn't understand them.

6.

My research assistant
didn't show me how to use some IVIS functions.
Which ones?

5
Strongly
Agree

TRAINING EVALUATION - REACTIONS QUESTIONNAIRE

1
Strongly
Disagree

7.

2
Disagree

3
Neither Agree
Nor Disagree

4
Agree

The SIMNET video tape contained important information.

8.

More unstructured time to practice using
each of the IVIS functions would be helpful.

9.

The research F,ssistants were helpful.

10.

The training program was disorganized.

11.

The IVIS handouts during the lecture were helpful.

12.

The visual aids used during the lecture were helpful.

13.

The lecture was well organized.

14.

The IVIS knowledge test covered material
I was taught during training.

15.

The ratings of my IVIS proficiency
after training are accurate.

16.

The SIMNET knowledge test covered material
I was never taught during training.

5
Strmgly
Agree
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PART IV

Please answer the following questions as honestly and accurately
as possible.
Your comments and suggestions will provide us with
valuable information on how to train soldiers to use IVIS in the
real tank.

I.

The training was

2.

The best part of the training was

3.

The worst part of the training was

4.

The training needs more

5.

The training needs less

6.

The lecture could be improved by

7.

The practice session with the research assistant could be
improved by

8.

The crew practice session could be improved by

9.

The IVIS training used if IVIS is put in the M1A1 Block II
tank must include

10.

Write below any additional comments you would like to make
regarding the IVIS training program
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Appendix G
IVIS Training and Testing Procedures Schedule

DAY 1

DAY 2

SiMNET/IVIS
Overview

Practice
Platoon Tactical
Mission

SiMNET/IVIS
Onentation

Training Evaluation
(IVIS Only)

ILunch,erea)(
Condition -Specific
Lecture
Condition-Specific
Practice
Practic•
Crew Tactical
Exercise

DAY 4

DAY 3

Crew Tactical
Exercise I
(Continued)

Platoon Tactical
Mission II

iunct! Srsak
lch Break
to,

creak
'.

Crew Tactica
Exercise

P'aloon Tacl,ca'
M ssion

•

Soldier Reactions
and Debriefing
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Appendix H
Training Reactions Questionnaire - Comments
Soldier responses to 10 complete-the-sentence
questions are provided.

Similar responses have been grouped

with the number in parentheses () following a comment
inicating the number of soldiers responding similarly.
Question I:

The training was

Responses:

...good, worthwhile, outstanding. (9)
...very good with hands-on practice and boring
in the classroom.
...interesting but more hands-on situtions of
varyillg types should be included.
...well organized.
...short in time to actually learn the
equipment.
...very well organized but did not allow enough
practice time.
...high speed, useful.
...effective, but must include more hands-on
practical application of IVIS functions.
...very good, but soldiers need to play with
equipment more!
...well scheduled and interesting.
...very good, but need more training time.
...very interesting and challenging.
...only enough to get you interested in the
IVIS equipment.
...actually doing/using IVIS in drills.
...knowledgeable.
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Question 2:
Responses!

The best part of the training was
..hands-on practice. (8)
...platoon tactical training using IVIS. (8)
..practical exercises. (2)
..playing with the simulators.
...being able to actually put the system into
use; there's nothing better.
...research assistant orientation.
...my assistant instructor.
...sending reports and waypoints.
...the missions.

Question 3:

The worst part of the training was

Responses:

...the classroom lecture on IVIS. (11)
...watching the SIMNET videotape. (2)
...nothng.
...not enough time for practice.
...the platoon practice exercise.
...time.

of•

...not sending the spot reports quicker.
...the platoon training without having more
crew time.
...I did not have any bad training.
...long time sitting.
...more planning from the lieutenant's part.
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Question 4:

The training needs more

Responses:

...more hands-on practice with the IVIS.

(17)

...practice time with TC exercises and platoon
exercises.
...intense instruction in regards to the
functions
...go/no-go standards for what is acceptable
performance based on time.
...battlefield time.
...time spent working with the same crew to get
an accurate show of how it would work.
...tactics.

Question 5:

The training needs less

Responses:

...less classroom lecture time. (13)
...nothing.
...platoon oriented programs.
...driving across terrain.
...limitations.

Question 6:

The lecture could be improved by

Responses:

...not reading from the handouts. (3)
...having SIMNET parts in classroom during
instruction.
...less classroom time and more hands-on.
...a video of IVIS.
...visual aids.
...a good lecture.
...less talking.
...more hands-on training time.
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...an actual tape on actual IVIS training.
...large training aids.
...showing slides.
...visual aids.
...being less extensive.
...video tape.

Question 7:

The practice session with the RAs could be
improved by

Responses:

.nothing, it was excellent.
• .SIMNET equipment operating properly (e.g.,
less breakdowns).
• .not too much, it was good.
• .doing individual tank trains and using the
whole IVIS.
...maybe give them [classroom instructor] some
real tank experiences.
...nothing.

The RAs were great.

...lengthening the training time. (110)
...identifying weak points, critique and
practice.
...going through exercise and other vehicles
not being presented during introduction/orientation.
...it was excellent.

Question 8:

The crew practice session could be improved by:

Responses:

...SIMNET equipment operating properly.
...more running room, obstructions.
...platoon movements and using the whole IVIS.
...more practice time. (8)
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...return enemy fire.
...an after action review.
...more freedom to play with the system to
become familiar.
...running more than one exercise.
...trouble-shooting procedures.
.,.the same quality of instruction.
...lengthening the amount of time.
...no improvement.
..,giving the crews more missions.
...letting all members go through the TC
station.

on 9:

The IVIS training used if IVIS is put in the
M1A1 tank must include
...more discussion on velocity function.
what it has now.
little bigger screen and gauge for

fuel.

• .complete explanation of the message group.
• .NBC reports, own situation reports or spot
reports indicating whether own tank is
damaged/dead, and status of ground troops,
not just vehicles.
...power-up system with a secret code assigned
by the company commanUer.
...deleion capabilities.

...a method of keeping dirt, mud, and rain out
of the computer.
practical application such as first having
an exercise without the OPFOR followed by an
exercise with it.
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...more practice and more crew orientation.
...a training refresher every month.
.. I feel it was excellent overall, but need
more hands-on time.
...should not be put in any tank.
...more dependable software.
...a joy stick for making the boxes.

Question 10: Write below any additional comments you
like to make regarding the IVIS

would

training

program
Responses:

The only partial
training started
be here at 11:30
ready and expect
personnel.

grip I would have is that
late twice. If we're told to
to start training, we'll be
the same from the IVIS

Not really add anything. The RA's are good!
Possible get them some real tank time. But
their experience makes up for real world time.
Keep up the good work and get this out on the
tanks.
It is a great tool to use on the battlefield.
It would speed the report process greatly.
Just need more hands-on practice than
classroom training so that each soldier can
actually use the equipment and get to know it.
Need to conduct AAR's after each training
session. Give more practice prior to testing.
Great stuff, I hope we get the real thing.
The IVIS works on a real world situation.
In
our world it rains, dust blows, it snows, etc.
This all interacts with the laser range
finder, thus affecting accuracy. Also need to
make sure tanks don't lose map reading and
range determination skills. RA's helpful and
keep situation light. Need to let TCs play
with the system more individually so a leader
cannot mess up training.
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The platoon leader should not be the only one
to be able to send reports to the commanders,
this can cause big problems.
The equipment
needs to be used more in more situations in
SIMNET for this will give the soldier a chance
to know, learn, and execute the system. You
can only learn by doing.
Need to get rid of touch screen and conceive
more better concept so the TC can control his
tank better rather than working with the touch
screen.
The program is too short; need more time in
order to give a more detailed view of how a
tank crew would best use the system. At this
point the TC must spend more time with the IVIS
than he should in order to be able to control
his crew.
The gunner has to take over
completely because the TC can't watch the IVIS
screen and his vision blocks and the same time.
IVIS is great but would be detrimental to the
US Army's tank force in the long run as it
would degrade basic tank skills.
Soldiers
need basics to survive no matter how
sophisticated and all encompassing the
electronics are that we place on our tanks.
IVIS will debase land navigation skills,
terrain association, terrain analysis skills,
and basic tankers sense. No electronics can
replace these.
It needs a joy stick because some peoples
fingers are too big.
Spot reports need more update for different
types of vehicles or combine.
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